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Preface

This guide is intended to help system administrators and information-technology 
specialists deploy and configure DLP Network from RSA. 

Topics:

• About This Guide

• RSA DLP Documentation

• Support and Contact Information

About This Guide

Product Version

The information in this book is current as of DLP Network version 9.6. Corrections or 

updates to this information may be available through RSA SecurCare® Online, at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Organization of This Book

This book includes the following chapters and appendixes:

• Chapter 1, “Introduction” is an overview of DLP Network, including its features, 
its components, and its basic deployment architecture.

• Chapter 2, “Preparing for Deployment” lists system requirements and information 
to gather before deploying the components of DLP Network.

• Chapter 4, “Deploying the Network Controller” describes how to set up and 
initially configure the Network Controller.

• Chapter 5, “Deploying Sensors” describes how to set up and initially configure a 
Sensor.

• Chapter 6, “Deploying Interceptors” describes how to set up and initially 
configure an Interceptor.

• Chapter 7, “Deploying ICAP Servers” describes how to set up and initially 
configure an ICAP Server.

• Chapter 3, “Deploying Enterprise Manager” describes how to connect the 
components of DLP Network to DLP Enterprise Manager.

• Appendix A, “DLP Network Software Re-Installation” describes how to re-install 
the DLP Network software on a Network device.
Preface 7
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• Appendix B, “Implementing a Virtual DLP Network Appliance” describes how to 
deploy an RSA DLP Network component as a VMware virtual appliance, as an 
alternative to the standard deployment as a physical appliance.

• Appendix C, “Setting up the Network IP Mapper” describes how to install and 
configure the IP mapping service; a windows service that maps IP addressees to 
logged-in users.

• Appendix D, “DLP Deployment Scenarios” presents common scenarios for 
deployment of the RSA DLP products, including single-product and 
multiple-product configurations.

RSA DLP Documentation

RSA Data Loss Prevention 9.6 Product Documentation is available on RSA 

SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/
sets.aspx?product=dlp&_v=document. The following table lists the documents 
that are part of the RSA Data Loss Prevention 9.6.

Related Documentation

For additional information to supplement the product documentation, see the 
following:

Technical Notes. The technical notes discuss optional configuration procedures for 
DLP components or third-party software.The DLP Technical Notes are available on 
RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/
set.aspx?id=8494

Category Documents

User Guides • RSA DLP Network User Guide

• RSA DLP Datacenter User Guide

• RSA DLP Endpoint User Guide

Deployment Guides • RSA DLP Network Deployment Guide

• RSA DLP Datacenter Deployment Guide

• RSA DLP Endpoint Deployment Guide

Best Practices • RSA DLP Datacenter Best Practices

• RSA DLP Endpoint Best Practices

Additional Documents • RSA DLP Policy Guide

• RSA DLP Quick Start

• RSA DLP Upgrade Guide

• RSA DLP Maintenance Guide

• RSA DLP Troubleshooting Guide
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Support and Contact Information

Read this section if you want to contact RSA or request technical support or services.

RSA DLP Customer Support

Access these locations for help with your DLP product.

Support Contacts

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common 
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, 
important technical news, and software downloads.

The RSA Customer Support Information sites contains information on RSA support 
programs plus an extensive Content Library of product-related documents such as 
datasheets, guides and whitepapers.

The RSA Solution Gallery provides information about third-party hardware and 
software products that have been certified to work with RSA products. The gallery 
includes Secured by RSA Implementation Guides with step-by-step instructions and 
other information about interoperation of RSA products with these third-party 
products.

Before You Call Customer Support

Make sure you have direct access to the computer running your DLP product.

Please have the following information available when you call:

• Your RSA Customer Serial Number. You can find this number on the RSA Order 
Confirmation document for your DLP product. 

• The software version number of your DLP product.

• The make and model of the machine on which the problem occurs.

• The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information http://www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm

RSA Solution Gallery https://gallery.emc.com/community/marketplace/rsa
Preface 9
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RSA DLP Consulting Services

RSA provide a set of consulting services to help businesses address security and 
sensitive-data loss vulnerabilities quickly and effectively. The services, which 
complement RSA security products, can help your organization to understand your 
risks, prioritize your resources, and expedite the design and implementation of the 
most effective and appropriate Data Loss Prevention solution.

RSA DLP Education Services

RSA Education Services provides the following courses:

• RSA Data Loss Prevention Policy and Classification. This course provides a 
comprehensive training program in policy and classification for data loss 
prevention. This training course centers around the RSA Data Loss Prevention 
and on building the knowledge and skills to use the tools needed to detect 
sensitive content in the most accurate and efficient manner possible. This course 
also provides compliance officers and technical professionals with the knowledge 
and skills necessary to successfully safeguard enterprise content.

• RSA Data Loss Prevention Administration. This course provides 
comprehensive instruction in the administration and configuration of the RSA 
Data Loss Prevention. Theory and product basics such as the RSA DLP 
architecture, integration of RSA DLP components, and the importance of various 
configuration parameters are discussed. Students participate in hands-on exercises 
that build on the basic concepts and allow practical experience in building an 
RSA DLP system.

For an up-to-date schedule of Instructor-led classes and other training options, visit 
the RSA Training and Certification web site, http://www.emc.com/training/
rsa-education-services/index.htm.

Contact RSA DLP

RSA Security Inc. develops industry-leading security solutions, including content 
discovery and remediation technology that prevents unauthorized or unintended 
dissemination of confidential or sensitive information. By preventing such 
disclosures, the RSA DLP products help organizations reduce legal and financial risk, 
enhance customer trust, and achieve regulatory compliance.

For general information about RSA and the RSA DLP, visit http://www.emc.com/
security/rsa-data-loss-prevention.htm.
10 Preface
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1 Introduction

RSA DLP Network continuously monitors and protects inbound and outbound 
transmission of confidential information over the network, supporting most network 
communication methods. The unparalleled accuracy of this solution, coupled with the 
real-time analysis and multiple content analyzers that it employs, makes it an ideal 
solution in large enterprise environments.

Topics:

• About DLP Network

• Product Components

About DLP Network

By using DLP Network, your enterprise can

• Protect all types of data within your enterprise.

• Monitor all network transmissions for sensitive content.

• Block or quarantine transmissions in violation of policies.

• Measure your organization’s compliance with information security policies.

DLP Network is able to identify a wide range of sensitive enterprise content, from 
information in confidential documents, to customer and privacy-related information, 
to content specified by customers or provided out of the box. DLP Network uses this 
information for enforcing or monitoring of enterprise data privacy policy compliance.

Comprehensive Content Classification and Analysis

DLP Network identifies sensitive content in outgoing network traffic using 
comprehensive content analysis, which includes

• Fingerprinted content. Detecting full or partial matches of sensitive data. The 
fingerprint analysis is able to identify sensitive content with extreme precision; it 
is sophisticated enough to identify either full or partial matches, and can even 
catch sensitive content that has been copied and pasted into a separate document 
or email.
Chapter 1:  Introduction 11
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• Described content. Tracking occurrences of specific words or phrases, text 
patterns, or matches to complex definitions of structured information (such as 
names, addresses, or social security numbers).

Transparent Operation

DLP Network is non-intrusive to users as it monitors outgoing transmissions 
automatically and transparently. You do not need to change your IT infrastructure or 
business processes to leverage its capabilities.

Notifications

DLP Network can send notifications of policy violations to support rapid forensic 
actions. You can also configure alerts to occur on a scheduled basis, as reports are 
generated.

Incident Management and Reporting

DLP Network maintains an audit trail of all transmissions that violate corporate 
policies. The product provides rich functionality for incident management and 
reporting for line of business users to manage policy violations and get to the specifics 
on the transmission content and violation. For more information, see the RSA DLP 
Network User Guide.

Comprehensive Protocol Support

DLP Network monitors communications that use the following IP protocols:

• HTTP

• HTTPS

• SMTP

• ActiveSync

• FTP

• TELNET

• IMAP

• POP3

• Instant Messaging (IM) chat and file transfers, such as Yahoo, and MSN

Comprehensive File-Format Support

DLP Network extracts text and metadata from hundreds of file formats, including the 
Microsoft Office suite (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) and PDF files. 
12 Chapter 1:  Introduction
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Flexible Policy Engine

DLP Network tracks and examines communications based on defined policies 
(built-in or custom). These policies can combine a number of attributes, including:

• Described-content definitions (built-in or custom)

• Fingerprinted-content definitions

• Transmission-attribute definitions, such as

– Source IP address ranges

– Destination IP address ranges

– To and From for email messages

– File extension or category (spreadsheet, image, etc.)

– Managed Device detecting the transmission

– Encryption (whether outgoing content is encrypted)

Your policies can combine these attributes flexibly. For example, you could monitor 
and track policy violation incidents for all email communications to a known host on 
your competitor’s network, and otherwise audit only sensitive content leaving the 
network. For more information on this topic, refer to the RSA DLP Network User 
Guide.

Product Components

DLP Network includes the following components:

• Network Controller. The main appliance that maintains information about 
confidential data and content transmission policies. The Network Controller 
manages and updates managed devices with policy and sensitive content 
definition along with any changes to their configuration after initial configuration.

• Managed devices. These devices help DLP Network monitor network 
transmission and report or intercept the transmission:

– Sensors. Installed at network boundaries, Sensors passively monitor traffic 
leaving the network or crossing network boundaries, analyzing it for the 
presence of sensitive content.

A Sensor is an out-of-band solution; it can only monitor and report policy 
violations.

– Interceptors. Also installed at network boundaries, Interceptors allow you to 
implement quarantining and/or rejection of email (SMTP) traffic that contains 
sensitive content.

An Interceptor is an in-line network proxy and therefore can block sensitive 
data from leaving the enterprise.
Chapter 1:  Introduction 13
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– ICAP Servers. Special purpose server devices that allow you to implement 
monitoring or blocking of HTTP, HTTPS, or FTP request and response traffic 
containing sensitive content.

An ICAP Server works with an in-line network proxy server (such as 
Bluecoat, Ironport, or SQUID) that is configured as an ICAP client. 

The ICAP Server can be configured to work with the proxy server in one of 
two modes: request mode and response mode: 

In Request Mode, the ICAP Server can analyze outbound request traffic, such 
as:

• web mail, with sensitive files attached 

• files that loaded to external servers using FTP.

In Response Mode, the ICAP Server can analyze outbound response traffic 
originating from servers inside the network, such as:

• external users downloading or accessing sensitive attachments or files 
from an Outlook Web access or SharePoint server.

• external users getting sensitive files from an FTP server

• internal users accessing an internal server that is hosted in another country 
or belongs to another organizational unit.

ICAP Servers can work in conjunction with your Exchange Servers in two 
ways:

i. ICAP Servers can monitor internal e-mail.

See the Guide to RSA DLP for Internal E-mail, located on RSA 
SecurCare, for instructions. 

ii. ICAP Servers can work with your company’s Exchange server using DLP 
for Exchange ActiveSync protocol to monitor sensitive content that is 
downloaded to mobile devices. You can set the policy action, or 
remediation, to Audit for these types of policy violations. No other type of 
remediation is available.

Note: BlackBerry devices do not support ActiveSync.

• Enterprise Manager. Enterprise Manager is a Web application through which 
you configure DLP Network, define its polices, control its actions, and analyze the 
results of its monitoring activities.

The Network Controller and the managed devices are installed on a hardened Linux 
platform with minimal services, and are distributed as pre-loaded appliances. 
14 Chapter 1:  Introduction
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Figure 1 shows an example deployment configuration for DLP Network.

Figure 1 DLP Network deployment configuration
Chapter 1:  Introduction 15
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2 Preparing for Deployment

This chapter provides you with the list of items needed before deploying DLP 
Network in your enterprise.

Topics:

• Deployment Phases

• Deployment Prerequisites

• Requirements

• Port Usage

Deployment Phases

Note: If your company is setting up a DLP for Internal E-mail deployment to 
monitor internal e-mail, see the Guide to RSA DLP for Internal E-mail located 
on SecurCare Online (SCOL).

DLP Network is designed to deploy easily in corporate networks. The basic 
installation process is as follows:

1. Identify the network exit points and determine where to put the managed devices.

2. Make decisions based on which managed devices you are installing:

– If you are deploying Sensors, decide where and how to connect DLP Network 
on the network. Options include using a network tap or using a switch SPAN 
port.

– If you are deploying Interceptors, decide how email traffic will be routed to 
Interceptors.

– If you are deploying ICAP Servers, decide how and what traffic will be routed 
through the ICAP Servers.

3. Decide on host names for the Network Controller and managed devices, and 
whether you will use fixed IP addresses or DHCP.

4. Install Enterprise Manager, the management console for DLP Network.
Chapter 2:  Preparing for Deployment 17
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5. Install and configure the Network Controller; the device will prompt you for 
network settings and passwords.

6. Install the managed devices. Each device will prompt you for network settings.

Important: Make sure that the time is synronized across Network 
Controller and all the managed devices.

7. Configure firewalls so that the Network Controller can communicate with each of 
the managed devices over ports 9202 and 9999. 

8. Using Enterprise Manager, add the managed devices to the Network Controller.

9. Using Enterprise Manager, define sensitive content, corporate data privacy 
policies and managing incidents of policy violation. See the RSA DLP Network 
User Guide.

Deployment Prerequisites

Before you begin your DLP Network deployment, you need to gather the following 
information.

Required IP Addresses and Host Names

Before installing DLP Network, you will need to know the IP name and address for 
the Network Controller and each of the managed devices. You can configure them to 
use DHCP to retrieve an IP address dynamically.

DLP Network uses a fast packet capture engine to collect data traveling between 
internal and external networks. To configure the network settings, you will need the 
following:

• IP address range(s) for networks you want to monitor (internal networks) 

• Any IP addresses you want to explicitly exclude from content monitoring

Initial Roles and Passwords

During installation, you will provide passwords for the following accounts:

• The DLP account (used to login to each appliance’s console).

• The root account on each appliance.

Interceptor Requirements

If you are deploying an Interceptor, have the following information ready:

• The name or IP address of the SMTP smart host to which the Interceptor will relay 
the emails.
18 Chapter 2:  Preparing for Deployment
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• If you are using an email encryption solution and would like to use DLP Network 
to provide you with opportunistic encryption, you will need to have the encryption 
system's host name or IP address. The Interceptor will route emails that need to be 
encrypted to that hostname or IP Address.

• Make sure that the SMTP smart host and encryption server, if you use them, are 
configured to accept connections from the Interceptor. This will require your 
email/messaging infrastructure team to make changes to the smart host and 
encryption server configurations. This is the most important part of the 
infrastructure requirement. 

Requirements

If you are going to configure an ICAP Server, integrate your DLP Network product 
with a SIEM application, or map IP addresses to logged-in users, the following 
requirements apply.

ICAP Server Requirements

To configure an ICAP Server, you must first configure an HTTP, HTTPS and/or FTP 
proxy with an ICAP client. You must then configure the proxy's ICAP client to 
communicate with the ICAP Server. 

Note: You can use an HTTP proxy server such as Bluecoat. 

SIEM Integration Requirements

The DLP Network product can be integrated with the following SIEM (Security 
Incident and Event Management) applications.

IP Mapper Service Requirements

The IP address mapping service (IP Mapper) is a windows service for DLP Network 
that maps IP address to logged-in users. See Appendix C, “Setting up the Network IP 
Mapper” on page 119 for more details.

• Windows 2003 or 2008 Domain Controller

– You need to install and configure IP Mapper on a windows machine in the 
same domain as the Domain Controller, with administrative privileges.

– The IP Mapper service must be run under domain administrator user 
credentials.

RSA enVision Version 3.7 or later with April or July 2010 ESU (event source update) 
applied.
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Note: In order for the IP Mapper service to return meaningful results, an 
LDAP server (such as Microsoft Active Directory) must have been properly 
configured for your enterprise.

Port Usage

The following ports are used by the products in the RSA DLP to communicate among 
the different components. These ports must be opened for functioning of the 
RSA DLP. 

Following terminology is used to define the firewall rule requirement in the In/Out 
column:

• In - firewall needs to be opened for inbound traffic. 

• Out - firewall needs to be opened for outbound traffic. 

• Both - firewall needs to be opened for both inbound traffic and outbound traffic. 

Port
In/
Out

DLP Component Description Protocol

22 In • Network Controller

• Sensor

• Interceptor

• ICAP Server

Use for secure login to managed Network devices. SSH

25 Both Interceptor Used for communication between Interceptor and 
email server.

TCP

123 Out • Network Controller

• Sensor

• Interceptor

• ICAP Server

Used for communication with NTP server. UDP or 
NTP

135 Both Discovery agent Windows RPC port used for communication 
between Site Coordinator and Discovery agent 
during bootstrapping of Discovery agent.

TCP

Both Site Coordinator

137 Both Discovery agent Windows NetBIOS Name Service port used for 
communication between Site Coordinator and 
Discovery agent during bootstrapping of 
Discovery agent.

UDP

Both Site Coordinator

138 Both Discovery agent Windows NetBIOS Datagram Service used during 
communication between Site Coordinator and 
Discovery agent during bootstrapping of 
Discovery agent.

UDP

Both Site Coordinator
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139 Both Discovery agent Windows NetBIOS Session Service used during 
communication between Site Coordinator and 
Discovery agent during bootstrapping of 
Discovery agent.

TCP

Both Site Coordinator

443 In Enterprise Manager Access to Enterprise Manager console. HTTPS

Out • Enterprise Coordinator

• Grid Worker

Used to connect with Microsoft SharePoint server 
for SharePoint scans. 

Alternatively port 80 can be used.

HTTPS

Out Grid Worker Used to connect with Microsoft Exchange server 
for Exchange scans.

HTTPS

445 In Discovery agent Microsoft-DS SMB file sharing port for 
communication between Site Coordinator and 
Discovery agent during bootstrapping of 
Discovery agent.

TCP

Out Site Coordinator

514 Out • Enterprise Manager

• Enterprise Coordinator

• Site Coordinator

• Grid Worker

• Discovery agent

• Network Controller

• Sensor

• Interceptor

• ICAP Server

DLP system logging to SIEM. Syslog

1344 Both ICAP Server Communication between ICAP Server and ICAP 
client.

TCP

1352 Out • Enterprise Coordinator

• Grid Worker

Used to connect with IBM Lotus Domino server 
for Lotus Notes scans.

TCP

4369 Both Root Endpoint Coordinator Local port used for communication between 
internal services of Endpoint Coordinator.

TCP

Both Endpoint Coordinator

5671 Out Enterprise Manager • Communication from:

– Enterprise Manager to Root Endpoint 
Coordinator.

– Endpoint Coordinator to Root Endpoint 
Coordinator.

• Communication between internal services of 
Root Endpoint Coordinator.

AMQP

Both Root Endpoint Coordinator

Out Endpoint Coordinator

5772 Out Enterprise Manager Communication from Enterprise Manager to 
Root Endpoint Coordinator during initialization.

HTTPS

In Root Endpoint Coordinator

Port
In/
Out

DLP Component Description Protocol
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5773 In Root Endpoint Coordinator • Communication from Endpoint Coordinator to 
Root Endpoint Coordinator.

• Communication from Endpoint agent to 
Root Endpoint Coordinator.

HTTPS

Out Endpoint Coordinator

Out Endpoint agent

5774 In Root Endpoint Coordinator • Communication from Endpoint Coordinator to 
Root Endpoint Coordinator.

• Communication from Endpoint agent to 
Root Endpoint Coordinator.

HTTPS

Out Endpoint Coordinator

Out Endpoint agent

5871 Out Enterprise Manager Communication from:

• Enterprise Manager to Root Endpoint 
Coordinator.

• Endpoint Coordinator to Root Endpoint 
Coordinator.

• Endpoint agent to Endpoint Coordinator or Root 
Endpoint Coordinator.

HTTPS

In Root Endpoint Coordinator

Both Endpoint Coordinator

Out Endpoint agent

61613 Both Root Endpoint Coordinator Local port used for communication between 
internal services of Endpoint Coordinator.

TCP

Both Endpoint Coordinator

9108 In Network Controller IP Mapper to Network Controller. TCP

9143 Out • Network Controller

• Enterprise Coordinator

Communication between Enterprise Manager and 
Network Controller or Enterprise Coordinator.

HTTPS

In Enterprise Manager

9144 Out Enterprise Manager Communication between Enterprise Manager and 
Network Controller.

HTTPS

In Network Controller

9145 Out Enterprise Manager Communication between Enterprise Manager and 
Enterprise Coordinator.

HTTPS

In Enterprise Coordinator

9150 Both Enterprise Coordinator Communication between:

• Enterprise Manager and Site Coordinator.

• Site Coordinator and Discovery agent.

HTTPS

Both Site Coordinator

Both Discovery agent

9202 Out Network Controller Communication between Network Controller and 
managed DLP Network devices.

TLS

In • Sensor

• Interceptor

• ICAP Server

Port
In/
Out

DLP Component Description Protocol
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9999 Out Network Controller Initial security certificate exchange between 
Network Controller and managed DLP Network 
devices.

TLS

In • Sensor

• Interceptor

• ICAP Server

Port
In/
Out

DLP Component Description Protocol
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3 Deploying Enterprise Manager

Enterprise Manager is an integrated web-based management console for 
administration, configuration, policy management, incident remediation, and 
reporting.

In DLP Network deployments, Enterprise Manager is always installed on a separate 
machine from the Network Controller, the other primary component of the product. 

Topics:

• Enterprise Manager Requirements

• Perform Pre-Installation Tasks

• Installing Enterprise Manager

• Verify the Enterprise Manager Installation

• Uninstall Enterprise Manager

Enterprise Manager Requirements

Make sure that the Enterprise Manager machine meets the following hardware and 

software requirements. The hardware requirements listed in this section serve as 
guidelines and may vary depending on your deployment.

Hardware Requirements

Make sure that the Enterprise Manager machine meets the following hardware 
requirements.

Hardware Component Minimum Requirement

CPU 2 x 2 GHz

Note: RSA recommends that you use 64-bit processor.

RAM 4 GB (8 GB is recommended)
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Software Requirements

Make sure that the Enterprise Manager meets the following software requirements.

Disk space 200 GB to 1 TB free

Note: If Enterprise Manager is installed on a different 
volume than the Database and Event and Indexing 
folder, make sure you have a minimum of 10 GB free 
space on that volume.

Virtual Machine 
configuration

Recommended virtual machine configuration:

• 4x2 GHz CPU

• 8 GB RAM

• 200 GB to 1.25 TB disk space

Note: In VMware virtual machine, make sure that the 
CPU and Memory Resource Limit values are set to 
Unlimited in the Virtual Machine Properties dialog.

Software Component Versions

Operating System 32 bit:

• Windows Server 2003 SP2

• Windows Server 2003 R2

• Windows Server 2003 R2 
SP2

• Windows Server 2008 SP2

64 bit:

• Windows Server 2003 SP2

• Windows Server 2003 R2

• Windows Server 2003 R2 
SP2

• Windows Server 2008 SP2

• Windows Server 2008 R2

• Windows Server 2008 R2 
SP1

Note: RSA recommends that you install Enterprise 
Manager on a 64-bit operating system.

.NET • Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 (minimum)

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0

Hardware Component Minimum Requirement
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Perform Pre-Installation Tasks

You must perform the following pre-installation tasks to prepare your system to install 
Enterprise Manager.

To prepare your system to install Enterprise Manager:

1. Create the Domain User Account

2. Set Permissions for the Run-As User

3. Set Up the Enterprise Manager Database

4. Install SQL Server Client Software

Database • Microsoft SQL Server 2005 SP2 

• Microsoft SQL Server 2005 SP3 

• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 SP1

• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2

• SQL Server 2005 Express (for evaluation deployments only)

Note: The Enterprise Manager user must have owner and 
create privileges on the database. The schema for 
Enterprise Manager database and database user must be 
set to dbo.

Database client software • SQL Server 2005/2008 Command Line Query Utility

• SQL Server 2005/2008 Native Client

Browser • Microsoft Internet Explorer: Versions 8.x and 9.x 

• Mozilla Firefox: Versions 13 to 18

Recommended screen resolution: 1280 x 800

Hypervisor • VMware ESX version 3.5, 4.0, 4.1, and ESXi 5.0

• Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2008

Software Component Versions
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Create the Domain User Account

Enterprise Manager runs as a Windows service with domain user credentials. The 
credential used to run the RSA DLP Enterprise Manager service must have “Log on as 
a service” permission on the Enterprise Manager machine. During Enterprise Manager 
installation, you need to specify the domain-user credentials.

Contact your domain administrator to create a domain-user account to be used to run 
the Enterprise Manager service.

Note: Only a domain administrator can create a new domain user account.

You may set the “Password never expires” option for your Enterprise Manager 
domain-user account. This makes sure that the Enterprise Manager service does not 
fail to start due to a failed logon attempt. 

In case you need to update the Enterprise Manager run-as user credentials, see 
“Update Run-As User Credentials” on page 29.

Set Permissions for the Run-As User

You must set required permissions for the run-as user on the Enterprise Manager 
machine before installing Enterprise Manager.

Note: These instructions are based on Windows Server 2008 R2. The 
instructions may vary depending on the operating system used. Refer to the 
operating system help for more details.

To set permissions for the run-as user:

1. Add the domain user to the Administrators group on the Enterprise Manager 
machine.

a. Click Start > Control Panel > User Accounts > Manage User Accounts.

The User Accounts window appears.

b. Click Add, enter the User name and Domain, and click Next.

c. Select Administrator and click Finish

2. Set Log on as a service permission to the domain user.

a. Click Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Local Security 
Policy.

The Local Security Policy window appears.

b. In the left pane, select Local Policies > User Rights Assignment.

c. Double-click on the Log on as a service policy.

The Log on as a service Properties window appears.
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d. Verify the domain user is added to the list. 

If the domain user is not listed, click Add User or Group and specify the user 
to be added.

Update Run-As User Credentials

You may need to update the Enterprise Manager run-as user credentials in the 
following situations:

• If the Enterprise Manager run-as user’s password is changed in the domain.

This may be required as most enterprises set password policy for domain user 
accounts and mandates that passwords be changed on a regular basis.

• If you upgrade an installation and specify a different domain user as the run-as 
user.

This may be required if you plan to use a different domain user credentials to run 
Enterprise Manager.

In the above situations, if the Enterprise Manager run-as user credentials are not 
updated, the Enterprise Manager service will no longer be able to run. The system may 
display the following error when trying to start the service:

The service did not start due to a login failure.

To update run-as user credentials:

1. On the Enterprise Manager machine, open the Services control panel, and 
right-click RSA DLP Enterprise Manager. 
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2. Select Properties from the drop-down menu, then click the Log On tab.

Note: You must be an administrator on the Enterprise Manager machine 
to be able to edit the logon credentials. 

3. Enter the new user name (if changed) and the new password.

4. Click OK.

Set Up the Enterprise Manager Database

Enterprise Manager uses a Microsoft SQL Server database to store events, incidents, 
and other DLP information. DLP documentation refers to this SQL Server database as 
“the database” or “the Enterprise Manager database”. 

The Enterprise Manager installation process creates this database. Steps during 
installation prompt you to specify SQL Server connection information and a name for 
the database.
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To set up Enterprise Manager database:

1. (Optional) Create a named instance of SQL Server.

If you are creating a new instance of SQL Server to use with Enterprise Manager, 
RSA recommends that you create a Named Instance (for example, 
RSA_DLP_EM). A default instance is acceptable if you have no other SQL 
Server instances with which it could conflict. 

2. Set the Enterprise Manager domain user to have owner and create permissions on 
the Enterprise Manager database.

3. (Optional) If Enterprise Manager is not on the same machine as your SQL Server 
instance, configure the SQL Server for remote access.

4. Enable TCP/IP connections to the SQL Server. Do the following:

Note: These instructions may vary depending on the version of SQL 
Server used.

a. Launch SQL Server Configuration Manager. 

Click Start > All Programs > Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 > 
Configuration Tools > SQL Server Configuration Manager. 

b. Under SQL Server Network Configuration > Protocols for instanceName, 
do the following: 

• Right-click on TCP/IP and choose Enable from the dropdown menu.

• Right-click on Named Pipes and choose Enable from the dropdown 
menu.

c. Click SQL Server Services, and do the following:

• Right-click on SQL Server (instanceName), and choose Restart from 
the dropdown menu.

• Verify that SQL Server Browser is running. If not, right-click on it and 
choose Start from the dropdown menu.

5. Set the default schema of the Enterprise Manager database and the database user 
as dbo.

Install SQL Server Client Software

The SQL Server Client software is used by Enterprise Manager to interact with the 
database. Install the following SQL Server client software on the Enterprise Manager 
machine:

• SQL Server Native Client. Required to install the command line tool.

• SQL Server Command Line Query Utility. Used by the Enterprise Manager 
installer to access the SQL Server installation.

Important: The SQL Server client software must be installed before installing 
Enterprise Manager.
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To install SQL Server client software:

1. Download the SQL Server client software packages from the following locations:

– For SQL Server 2005,
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/
details.aspx?familyid=df0ba5aa-b4bd-4705-aa0a-b477ba72a9c
b&displaylang=en

– For SQL Server 2008 R2,
http://www.microsoft.com/download/en/
details.aspx?id=26728

Important: Download the x86 or x64 package versions for the software as 
needed to run on the Enterprise Manager machine.

2. Install the SQL Server client software on the Enterprise Manager machine.

Installing Enterprise Manager

You can install Enterprise Manager by directly launching the installer or by executing 
a command line that launches the installer. You can run the installer locally on the 
machine on which it is to be installed, or remotely using, for example, Microsoft’s 
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP).

You can install Enterprise Manager using one of the following methods:

• Install Enterprise Manager Using the Wizard

• Install Enterprise Manager Using the Command Line

• Install Enterprise Manager Remotely

Install Enterprise Manager Using the Wizard

You can perform an installation using the installation wizard. Installation time varies 
depending on system speed and memory. Make sure that you allow at least one hour to 
perform the installation.

Before You Begin:

• Complete the pre-installation tasks. For information, see “Perform Pre-Installation 
Tasks” on page 27.

• Time on the machine must be synchronized with the domain controller and be 
accurate.

• Obtain the installer package from RSA and copy it to the Enterprise Manager 
machine.

• Close all applications and system consoles.
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To install Enterprise Manager using the wizard:

1. Double-click the RSA_DLP_Installer_9.6.exe file to start the installation 
wizard. Click Run, if a security warning appears.

Important: You must launch the installer as an administrator.

The installation wizard opens and performs basic validation of the machine. One 
of the following occurs:

– If the installer detects a previous version of DLP installed, you are prompted 
to upgrade. If you wish to upgrade, see the RSA DLP Upgrade Guide. 

– If the requirements are not met, or if required ports are in use, an error 
message appears explaining the problem. Click OK to close the message and 
Finish to exit the wizard, correct the problem, and then retry the installation.

– If the requirements are met, the buttons at the bottom of the window become 
active.

2. Click Next to continue. 

The License Agreement screen appears.

3. Review the license agreement, choose I accept the terms in the license 
agreement, and click Next. 

The Feature Selection screen appears.

4. Specify the program features you want to install. 

Click the drop-down list for RSA DLP Enterprise Manager and select This 
feature will be installed on local hard drive.
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Note: The rest of this procedure leads you through the installation of 
Enterprise Manager only.

5. Click Next. 

The Database Server screen appears.

6. Enter the database server details:

a. In the Database Server field, enter the database instance name for the DLP 
installer to connect and create the Enterprise Manager database. Use the 
format hostName\instanceName, where hostName is the name of the 
machine on which you installed SQL Server. 

Alternatively, click Browse to browse and select the database instance.

b. In the Database Name field, enter the name of the database to be created for 
the Enterprise Manager. 

CAUTION: Do not select an existing database that was used by a 
previous Enterprise Manager installation, it may contain obsolete 
configuration information that can break the installation. 

c. (Optional) Select the Connect using port checkbox and specify the port using 
which Enterprise Manager will connect to the database. 

Use this option only if your database administrator has provided a static port 
number to be used for connecting to the database. 
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d. Specify the user credentials to authenticate with SQL Server and create the 
Enterprise Manager database. Do one of the following:

• If the current logged-in user has permission to connect and create the 
database, select Windows authentication credentials of current user.

• If you want to specify a different user, select Server authentication 
using the Login ID and password below and enter the user ID and 
password.

Note: The credentials must have create privilege on the database. This 
credential is used only during the upgrade process. 

During run time Enterprise Manager Service Credentials is used and it must 
have owner privilege on the Enterprise Manager database.

7. Click Next.

The Enterprise Manager Service Credentials screen appears.

8. Enter the user credentials for Enterprise Manager service. Enter the user name in 
the format DOMAIN\username. 

This user credential is used to connect with the Enterprise Manager database and 
perform read and write operations. 

9. Click Next.

The Enterprise Manager Administrator Credentials screen appears.

10. Enter and confirm the password for the default administrator account to access the 
Enterprise Manager console.

The password must be minimum of six characters and contain only the following 
characters:

– Uppercase characters (A-Z)

– Lowercase characters (a-z)

– Numbers (0-9)

– Special characters (!,@,#,?,_)

Note: Only English characters are allowed in the password. If you want to 
have non-English characters in the password, you can log on to the 
console and change the password, after installation of Enterprise 
Manager.

11. Click Next. 

The Enterprise Manager Options screen appears.

12. Use the configuration options as appropriate:

– Select Create a shortcut on the desktop for Enterprise Manager to create a 
shortcut on the desktop for the Enterprise Manger.
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– Select Automatically Configure a sample DLP site during installation to 
configure a sample DLP site during installation. This option is available if you 
selected to install Enterprise Coordinator on this machine (see Step 4). 

Note: This option is recommended for use in a demonstration 
environment or to view and try new DLP features only.

– Run DLP Suite with FIPS mode enabled option is selected if the host 
machine is configured to run with FIPS encryption. For details, see the 
technical note Deploying RSA DLP in FIPS-Compliant Mode.

– Select Enable Partner Device Integration to set up a CA certificate for 
secure communication between a partner device and Enterprise Manager.

RSA recommends that you select this option if you plan to use Enterprise 
Manager to control a partner device with built-in RSA DLP features. For 
more information, see the technical note Managing Partner Device DLP with 
Enterprise Manager.

Note: If you do not select this option during installation and at a later 
point of time you want to enable it, you will have to reinstall 
Enterprise Manager.

– Specify the directory to use for Event and Report Indexing.

13. Click Next.

– If you have not selected Enable Partner Device Integration, go to Step 15.

– If you have selected Enable Partner Device Integration, the Secure 
Communication Information screen appears.

14. On the Secure Communication Information screen, do the following:

a. In the CA Common Name field, enter the common name of the Certificate 
Authority (CA).

b. In the CA Store Password field, enter the password of the CAstore.

c. In the Local Site Store Password field, enter the password of the interop 
local site certificate store.

d. (Optional) Select Enable Secure (SSL) Communication to enable secure 
communication between Enterprise Manager and the partner device.

e. Click Next.

15. On the Ready to Install the Program screen, click Install.

The installation wizard performs validation of the machine based on the selected 
options. If system prerequisites are not met, installation fails with an error 
message.

a. Click Yes to exit the installation and view the report.
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The Results of the RSA DLP installation prerequisite check page appears.

b. Correct the validations with FAIL results and optionally WARNING results, 
and then retry the installation.

16. On successful validation, the installation is performed and ends with the Wizard 
Completed screen.

Click Finish to close the wizard.

17. Upgrade the JRE. For instructions, see RSA technical note Manually Updating 
Java JRE.

Install Enterprise Manager Using the Command Line

RSA DLP installer can be run from a command line as an alternative to using the 
installation wizard. The DLP installer supports the standard command line parameters. 
For more information on parameters you can specify when running an installer (.exe 
file), see http://kb.flexerasoftware.com/doc/Helpnet/
installshield12helplib/IHelpSetup_EXECmdLine.htm.

Important: You must launch cmd.exe as an administrator or disable UAC to 
execute the installer from the command line.

For example, if you want to install Enterprise Manager on a drive other than the 
default C: drive. Use a command such as this:

"RSA_DLP_Installer_9.6.exe" /v"INSTALLDIR=\"D:\Program 
Files(x86)\RSA\" ADDLOCAL=EM"

The above command installs Enterprise Manager to D:\Program Files(x86)\
RSA.
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The /v parameter passes MSI command line parameters to the .msi installer 
embedded in the executable installer. On the command line, insert the MSI options 
within a pair of quotation marks that immediately follow the /v parameter, without 
spaces. 

For example, type /v"/l*v C:\installlog.txt ADDLOCAL=EM" to specify 
that a log file be created and stored in the specified location, and that only Enterprise 
Manager must be installed.

You can include any of the following options after the /v parameter:

• Standard MSI command line options. 

For list of standard MSI options, see http://support.microsoft.com/kb/
314881 

Use the /q option for silent installs, and the /l option for creating installation log 
file. 

• DLP installer properties, in the format PROPERTY=value.

Note: Property values that contain spaces must be enclosed in quotes. To 
set a property value to NULL, make the value empty, for example, 
IS_SQLSERVER_AUTHENTICATION=.

– ADDLOCAL=EM

Specifies the components to install. For Enterprise Manager only use 
ADDLOCAL=EM. 

– AUTOCONFIGURE=NULL|1

Specifies if the installer automatically configures a sample Site Coordinator. 
To use this property you must specify ADDLOCAL=ALL.

– CONFIG=filePath

The fully qualified file name to be used as a configuration file. By default, the 
filename is EMInstall.ini.

– FIPS=NULL|1

Specifies if DLP is installed in FIPS-enabled mode.

For more information on FIPS requirements and configuration, see the 
technical note Deploying RSA DLP in FIPS-Compliant Mode 

– INSTALLDIR=installPath

The Enterprise Manager installation location.

– INDEXINGDIR=indexingdir

Set the location for Event and Report Indexing folder.

– IS_NET_API_LOGON_USERNAME=DOMAIN\name. 

The name used in creating or modifying the database (include the domain and 
username separated by a backslash).
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– IS_NET_API_LOGON_PASSWORD=password

The password associated with the username.

– ADMIN_PASSWORD=password

The password for the default administrator account to access the Enterprise 
Manager console. The password must be minimum of six characters and 
contain only the following characters:

• Uppercase characters (A-Z)

• Lowercase characters (a-z)

• Numbers (0-9)

• Special characters (!,@,#,?,_)

Important: Only English characters are allowed in the password. If 
you want to have non-English characters in the password, after 
installing Enterprise Manager, log on to the console and change the 
password.

– PARTNER=1

Enables partner device integration with Enterprise Manager. Specify 1 only if 
you chose to integrate the partner device.

The CA certificate is required for enabling secure communication. If you have 
enabled partner device integration, then you must enter the following 
certificate details to create the common CA certificate.

• CA_COMMON_NAME=CommonName. Enter the common name of the CA.

• CA_STORE_PASSWORD=storepassword. Enter the store password of 
the CA. 

• STORE_PASSWORD=sitepassword. Enter the store password of the 
interop local site certificate.

• ENABLE_SSL=1 to enable secure communication between Enterprise 
Manager and the partner device.

– IS_SQLSERVER_SERVER=instanceName. 

The database server instance name. By default in SQL Server, this has the 
form hostName\serverInstance. 

– IS_SQLSERVER_DB=databaseName. 

The name of the Enterprise Manager database to be created during 
installation. 

– IS_SQLSERVER_AUTHENTICATION=NULL|1

Whether to use Windows authentication (default) or SQL Server 
authentication (1) for the DLP installer to connect to SQL Server and create 
the Enterprise Manager database.

– IS_SQLSERVER_USERNAME=name
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The user name for the DLP installer to use to connect to SQL Server. Enter 
only if SQL Server authentication is specified.

– IS_SQLSERVER_PASSWORD=password

The password for the DLP installer to use to connect to SQL Server. Enter 
only if SQL Server authentication is specified. 

– LOG_LEVEL=level

The verbosity level to be used in the Enterprise Manager and Enterprise 
Coordinator installation log files. Acceptable values are INFO, WARNING, 
DEBUG, ERROR. 

– USE_SQL_PORT=1.

Specify 1 if the user wants to use non default port for SQL (default is 1433). 
Enter the new port value:

• IS_SQLSERVER_PORT = CustomSQLPort

Instead of specifying the properties in the command line, you can set properties in a 
configuration file, specified by the CONFIG property as shown above. For each 
property, a configuration file value takes precedence over a command line value, 
which takes precedence over the default value. If the CONFIG property is not set or 
refers to a nonexistent file, the installer checks the directory that holds the Enterprise 
Manager installer for a file named EMInstall.ini and uses the values from that 
file. 

A configuration file must be in standard .ini file format, in which all properties are 
set in a section labeled [config]. For example:

[config] 
INSTALLDIR="C:\RSA DLP" 
IS_SQLSERVER_SERVER=DLP_Server_314 
IS_SQLSERVER_DB=RSA_DLP_database 

The following example command performs a silent install with parameters taken from 
the file ConfigFile.ini:

RSA_DLP_Installer_9.6.exe /s /v"/qn CONFIG=\"C:\ConfigFolder\
ConfigFile.ini\""
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Install Enterprise Manager Remotely

Important: If you use Windows Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) for 
installation, you must follow the procedure described here.

You can use Windows Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) to install Enterprise Manager 
remotely. To do this, you must launch Remote Desktop from a command line using the 
/console or /admin option. Using RDP without these options may cause a corrupt 
installation or display the following error message: 

To install Enterprise Manager remotely:

1. Verify that Terminal Services is running on the remote machine on which 
Enterprise Manager is to be installed.

2. Copy the Enterprise Manager installer to the remote machine. 

3. Open a command window or use the Run dialog box (click Start > Run) and 
execute the mstsc command using the /console or /admin option.

mstsc /v:remoteHost /console

where remoteHost is the IP address or fully qualified hostname of the remote 
machine. The Remote Desktop session opens. 

4. On the remote machine, launch the Enterprise Manager installer by 
double-clicking the installer file, and perform the installation as described in the 
previous sections.

Verify the Enterprise Manager Installation

Perform these checks and tasks to verify if the Enterprise Manager installation was 
successful.

To verify the Enterprise Manager installation:

1. Verify the presence of the Enterprise Manager service in the Windows Services 
dialog box.
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2. (Optional) Verify the presence of the interop service (RSA DLP Local Site 
Interop) the Windows Services dialog box.

Interop service is available, if you enabled partner device integration during 
installation. The CA certificates and local site certificates required for enabling 
partner device integration are stored at C:\RSA\Site\Certs.

3. Connect to Enterprise Manager from a browser using the following URL:

https://EMhost.domain.com

4. Review the DLPInstall.log file.

The Enterprise Manager installation generates the DLPInstall.log file with 
information on the steps performed and their results. The log file is located in the 
EM_install_dir\logs folder, where EM_install_dir is the Enterprise 
Manager installation directory. The default location is:

C:\Program Files(x86)\RSA\Enterprise Manager\logs

Note: If the installation fails the log file is available in the C:\Windows\
temp\ folder of the system on which Enterprise Manager is installed.

You can capture more detailed logging information by installing using the 
command line and enabling full MSI logging. For information, see “Install 
Enterprise Manager Using the Command Line” on page 37. 

Uninstall Enterprise Manager

If you need to uninstall Enterprise Manager, use the Windows Add or Remove 
Programs facility.

Note: Using Windows Programs and Features option will uninstall all the 
DLP components. If you have more than one DLP components and plan to 
uninstall only Enterprise manager, run the installer and select Modify.

To uninstall Enterprise Manager:

1. Click Start > Control Panel > Programs and Features. 

The Programs and Features window opens.

2. From the list, select RSA Data Loss Prevention, then click Uninstall. Click Yes 
in the confirmation dialog box that appears. 

The uninstaller configures the application for removal, then displays a dialog box 
asking whether you would also like to remove all files and settings, including data 
files.
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3. Do one of the following:

a. Click Yes, if you want the uninstaller to completely remove Enterprise 
Manager and all of its related files. 

b. Click No, if you want the uninstaller to remove only those files that the 
installer originally installed. Select this option if you wish to retain logs, 
configuration files, stored searches, and cached data.

The uninstall process continues until the Enterprise Manager application is 
removed.

4. Close the Programs and Features window.

Note: After uninstallation, the DLP installation folder (by default, C:\Program 
Files(x86)\RSA) is not removed if you clicked No for removing associated files 
and settings. 

You may manually delete the installation folder after verifying that it does not impact 
the product functioning.
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4 Deploying the Network Controller

Topics:

• Deployment Options

• Setting up the Network Controller

• Initially Configuring the Network Controller

• Configuring the Network Controller for Enterprise Manager

Deployment Options

The Network Controller is a separate server that manages the other managed devices, 
feeding them policy and gathering results. The Network Controller is deployed as a 
single appliance.

Figure 2 Network Controller configuration
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Setting up the Network Controller

The Network Controller appliance ships with the operating system and software 
preloaded. To complete the installation, you must provide network and account 
information, as described in this section.

Note: If your enterprise has a VMware installation, you can create a virtual 
Network Controller appliance instead of installing a physical machine. See 
“Implementing a Virtual DLP Network Appliance” on page 111

Network Controller Hardware Ports

Before you start installation, you should become familiar with the ports and 
connections on the back panel of a Network Controller appliance.

The Network Controller is shipped with Dell PowerEdge R610 appliance. Hardware 
ports for the appliance are shown in the following figure.

Figure 3 Network Controller appliance (PowerEdge R610) hardware ports

The Network Controller appliance has the following communication ports:

Port label Description

ETH0 (GB1) Management port. 10/100/1000 Ethernet port used for management 
interface (for communication between the Controller, Enterprise 
Manager, and any managed devices).

ETH1 Not used if the device is a Network Controller.

ETH2 and ETH3 Not used.

Video and USB 
(front and back)

VGA monitor and USB keyboard ports for managing device via a 
KVM. This is the default onboard configuration interface.

Serial Serial port for connecting a console during installation (NULL modem 
connection).

DRAC Connector Out-of-band remote access port.
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Connecting a Keyboard and Monitor to the Network Controller

The Network Controller appliance ships without keyboard or monitor. To perform the 
initial installation, you need to connect a USB keyboard and monitor (KVM). Once 
the network information is configured, you can connect through the management 
interface using Enterprise Manager.

Starting the Network Controller

When the Network Controller boots for the first time: 

• it automatically sends data to both the serial port and the PC monitor port. 

By pressing a key at the first prompt you can direct the managed device to send 
data to the serial port. Otherwise, it will send data to both ports until you respond 
to a prompt.   

• the process may stop at a certain point to give you an opportunity to shut down the 
appliance without logging in.

When the process stops, you see the following information:

RSA DLP Network <your DLP version number> has been 
installed.

Press p to (p)roceed to login or s to (s)hutdown.

Note: The process of stopping during the reboot happens only one time. 

Press p and press enter.

The login prompt appears:

RSA DLP Network. Authorized use only.
Please login as ‘tablus’ to configure.

• you are prompted to change your password and read and accept the End User 
License Agreement. 

You cannot proceed with the login and configuration until change your password 
and accept the license agreement.

Logging into the Controller

1. Review what happens when you start the Controller.

See “Starting the Network Controller” on page 47.

2. Login using the following information:

– User ID: tablus

– Password: ChangeMe!

You are prompted to change your password.
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Note: The password must be a minimum of 6 characters and include at 
least one digit or symbol. You are not allowed to use dictionary words or 
to repeat characters in sequence.

3. Enter a new tablus password.

You are prompted to read and accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).

4. Accept the EULA.

Note: See “B. Configure Passwords” on page 51 for details about how to 
change other passwords.

After logging in, the Main Menu appears:

You need to perform the following tasks to complete the initial installation/
configuration:

• Configure networks.

• Configure passwords.

• Configure the time.

These operations are all accessible from the Configure menu, as described in the next 
section.

Initially Configuring the Network Controller

All initial Network Controller configuration is done from the Configure menu. To 
access the Configure menu:
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1. Select Configure from the Main Menu. The Configure menu appears: 

A. Configure Networking

1. Enter 2 (Configure Networking) in the Configure menu.

The current settings are displayed, if this is an initial configuration, there are no 
values: 

2. At the Reconfigure Networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to reconfigure the 
settings.

3. In order to change the settings the DLP Network services must be stopped. At the 
Stop RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to stop the services 
and continue configuration.

As each service is stopped, its status is displayed on the right of the screen.

4. Once the services are stopped, enter the following information at the prompts:

– The fully qualified hostname of the Network Controller appliance. 

For example: ny-controller.acme.com
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– The IP address of the Controller. This is for communication via the ETH0 
management interface. You can select to use a static IP address, or to use 
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) to assign an IP address.

a. If you choose to use DHCP, an IP address is automatically assigned.

b. If you choose to use a static IP address, enter the following:

• The IP address. 

• The netmask.

• The default gateway IP Address. 

• The domain to which this Controller belongs. This is automatically 
populated based on the hostname you entered earlier. For example 
acme.com

• The primary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the subnet).

• (Optional) The secondary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the 
subnet).

5. At the Restart Networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to restart the network 
interfaces. 
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6. At the Restart RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to restart 
the network services. 

As each network interface and service is restarted, its status is displayed on the 
right of the screen.

7. Press Enter to continue. You are returned to the Configure menu.

B. Configure Passwords

The next step is to set password for root. This must be set as there is no default root 
user password.

1. Enter 1 (Set Passwords) from the Configure menu. 

The Passwords menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Set root user password) to change the root password. 
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3. Optional. Enter 3 (Reset all DLP Network passwords) to change all the 
Network Controller passwords. 

4. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. 

This returns you to the Configure menu.

C. Configure the Time 

You must set the time zone and time on all DLP Network devices in a way that ensures 
time consistency between the Network Controller and managed devices. You can set 
the clock time manually. But to ensure synchronized time settings, it is recommended 
that you use an NTP server to set the time on a device. 

Important: Make sure that the time is synronized across Network Controller 
and all the managed devices.

1. Enter 3 (Set timezone, clock, and timeserver) from the Configure 
menu. The Configure Clock menu appears.

2. Enter 1 (Set timezone) and set the time zone. Select the geographical area 
and the time zone for the device from the subsequent menus.

3. Enter 3 (Configure ntp timeserver) to configure the Network device to 
set its time using an NTP server. The Configure ntp timeserver menu appears.

RSA DLP Network: Configure ntp timeserver

1) Configure ntp timeserver
2) Enable ntp timeserver
3) Disable ntp timeserver
0) Return to Main Menu

4. Enter 1 (Configure ntp timeserver) and enter the IP address or fully 
qualified domain name of the NTP server for the Network device to use.

5. Enter 2 (Enable ntp timeserver) to start the NTP time service on the 
device and set the time based on the time on the NTP server.

6. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. This returns you to the Configure menu.
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Configuring the Network Controller for Enterprise 
Manager

Enterprise Manager is the interface to DLP Network for both users and administrators. 
After performing the preliminary configuration documented in the previous section, 
you must log into Enterprise Manager to complete the configuration of the Network 
Controller.

You can complete the configuration of the Network Controller immediately after 
initially configuring it, or you can wait until all Network devices have been initially 
configured, then log into Enterprise Manager and complete the configuration of all of 
them at once.

Note: If Enterprise Manager is not yet installed, you will need to install it. For 
instructions, see “Deploying Enterprise Manager” on page 25.

To configure the Network Controller for Enterprise Manager

1. Log into Enterprise Manager and click the Admin tab. 

2. Beneath the Admin tab, click Network. The Network administration page 
appears.

Note: No Network Controller or other Network device has yet been 
configured. 

3. Click or hover over New Network Device. Select New Controller. 

Notice that this is the only menu option available at this time. Once a Controller 
has been configured, you can subsequently select other managed devices 
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(Sensors, ICAP Servers, Interceptors) from this menu. The Network Controller 
configuration panel appears on the right of the administration page.

4. Enter the name or IP address of the Network Controller device.

5. Optional. Enter a description of the Network Controller.

6. Click Save to save the new configuration settings.

Your Network Controller is now configured. You can now use Enterprise Manager 
to set up additional Network devices (Sensors, Interceptors, and ICAP Servers). 
For instructions, see the chapter on administering DLP Network in the RSA DLP 
Network User Guide or the Enterprise Manager online help.
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5 Deploying Sensors

Sensors connect to the network at exit points and passively monitor traffic for 
sensitive content.

Topics:

• Deployment Options

• Connecting a Network Sensor

• Setting up the Network Sensor

• Initially Configuring the Network Sensor

• Configuring the Network Sensor for Enterprise Manager

• Configuring IPv6 Extensions Headers

• Configuring the Sensor for IPv4-Mapped IPv6 Addresses

Deployment Options

Although Sensors use passive monitoring and do not interfere with network traffic, 
they do need a complete view of network traffic.You will need one Sensor for each 
point of egress in the network. The following diagram represents one such point of 
egress.
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You can set up your network environment to enable Sensors to perform content 
analysis on HTTP Gets, IPv4-only traffic, IPv6-only traffic, and both IPv4 and IPv6 
traffic. Tunneled traffic is not supported. A Sensor must be placed on the external 
network side of the internal structure after the traffic is designated IPv4 or IPv6. 

See Also

“A. Configure Networking” on page 62. 

Connecting a Network Sensor

You can connect a Sensor to your network using one of the following mechanisms:

• A network test access point (TAP)

• A SPAN port on a switch

These configurations are described in detail in the following subsections.

Note: In addition to the installation described here, you also need to connect 
the Sensor’s management port (GB1) to a local network to support 
management connections from the Network Controller. 

Sensor Hardware Ports

Before you start connecting a Sensor to your network, you should become familiar 
with the ports and connections on the back panel of a Sensor appliance.

The Sensor is shipped with Dell PowerEdge R610 appliance. Hardware ports for the 
appliance are shown in the following figure.

Figure 4 Sensor appliance (PowerEdge R610) hardware ports
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The Sensor appliance has the following communication ports:

Connecting to a Network Tap

A network tap is a hardware device that splits or regenerates network traffic between 
any two network devices, allowing you to monitor traffic in both directions. 
Transmit-only interfaces on the tap mirror the traffic in each direction; you can attach 
these ports to devices like IDS systems and the Sensor. 

The network tap is the preferred method for installing a Sensor on an existing 
network. The installation itself entails only a brief interruption to network traffic. 
Once it is installed, the network tap introduces no interference or delay in the data 
stream. 

Taps are fault-tolerant by design. Even if power fails to the tap, these devices have 
passive connection capabilities that ensure that traffic flow continues unaffected, with 
only a sub-second interruption for traffic to switch to the hard-wired, passive link. 

Port label Description

ETH0 (GB1) Management port. 10/100/1000 Ethernet port used for management 
interface (from the Network Controller).

ETH1 Not used if the device is a Sensor.

ETH2 and ETH3 Not used.

Gigabit Ethernet On Dell PowerEdge R610 appliances: High-speed copper Gigabit 
Ethernet ports (Napatech card).

GBIC On Dell PowerEdge R610 appliances: Fiber-optic channel ports 
(Napatech card).

Video and USB
(front and back)

VGA monitor and USB keyboard ports for managing device via a 
KVM. This is the default onboard configuration interface. 

Serial Serial port for connecting a console during installation (NULL modem 
connection).

DRAC connector Out-of-band remote access port.
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Figure 5 Network tap connections on the PowerEdge R610 appliance

To install the Sensor with a network tap

1. Connect the tap between two devices at the network perimeter.

2. Connect the A and B ports to the GBIC (fiber optic channel) ports or the Gigabit 
Ethernet (high-speed copper) ports on the Sensor (Napatech card on the Dell R610 
appliance). DLP Network reassembles TCP sessions from the combined traffic.

Connecting to a Switch

You can also install a Sensor using a SPAN port on a switch. A SPAN port can be 
configured to mirror all traffic on the switch’s other ports. 

This approach has the following advantages:

• If you have a switch and SPAN port already available, no additional equipment is 
required.

• There is no network interruption when installing a Sensor.

However, it also has some disadvantages:

• If aggregate traffic traveling over the switch exceeds the SPAN port’s capacity, 
packets to the Sensor may be dropped, reducing the amount of traffic monitored.

• Spanning all traffic consumes switch CPU cycles.

• If the SPAN port is permanently occupied by DLP Network, it is not available for 
other devices, like network analyzers or Intrusion Detection Systems.
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To install the Sensor on a switch

1. Connect the SPAN port to one of the GBIC (fiber optic channel) ports or one of 
the Gigabit Ethernet (high-speed copper) ports on the Sensor (Xyratex card). The 
other port should remain open.

2. Configure the switch to mirror all traffic to the SPAN port.

Figure 6 Network switch connections on the PowerEdge R610 appliance

If you have an existing switch in place, this is a simple and non-intrusive 
configuration. However, spanning more than one port in a full duplex environment 
can overload the SPAN port’s capacity.

Setting up the Network Sensor

The Sensor appliance ships with the operating system and software preloaded. To 
complete the installation, you must provide network and account information, as 
described in this section.
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Connecting a Keyboard and Monitor to the Sensor

The Sensor appliance ships without keyboard or monitor. To perform the initial 
installation, you need to connect a USB keyboard and monitor (KVM). Once the 
network information is configured, you can connect through the management 
interface using Enterprise Manager.

Starting the Sensor

When the Sensor boots for the first time: 

• it automatically sends data to both the serial port and the PC monitor port. 

By pressing a key at the first prompt you can direct the managed device to send 
data to the serial port. Otherwise, it will send data to both ports until you respond 
to a prompt.   

Note: After you have logged in, use the menu to configure the default 
console to be either the keyboard or the serial port.)

• the process may stop at a certain point to give you an opportunity to shut down the 
appliance without logging in.

When the process stops, you see the following information:

RSA DLP Network <your DLP version number> has been 
installed.

Press p to (p)roceed to login or s to (s)hutdown.

Note: The process of stopping during the reboot happens only one time. 

Press p and press enter.

The login prompt appears:

RSA DLP Network. Authorized use only.
Please login as ‘tablus’ to configure.

• you are prompted to change your password and read and accept the End User 
License Agreement. 

You cannot proceed with the login and configuration until your change your 
password and accept the license agreement.

Logging into the Sensor

1. Review what happens when you start the Sensor.

See “Starting the Sensor” on page 60.

2. Login using the following information:

– User ID: tablus

– Password: ChangeMe!
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You are prompted to change your password.

Note: The password must be a minimum of 6 characters and include at 
least one digit or symbol. You are not allowed to use dictionary words or 
to repeat characters in sequence.

3. Enter a new tablus password.

You are prompted to read and accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).

4. Accept the EULA.

Note: See “B. Configure Passwords” on page 64 for details about how to 
change other passwords.

After logging in, the Main Menu appears: 

Initially Configuring the Network Sensor

You need to perform the following tasks to complete the initial installation/
configuration:

• Configure networks.

• Configure passwords.

• Configure the time.

All initial Sensor configuration is done from the Configure menu. To access the 
Configure menu:
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1. Select Configure from the Main Menu. The Configure menu appears: 

A. Configure Networking

1. Enter 2 (Configure Networking) in the Configure menu.

The current settings are displayed, if this is an initial configuration, there are no 
values: 

2. At the Reconfigure Networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to reconfigure the 
settings.

3. In order to change the settings the DLP Network services must be stopped. At the 
Stop RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to stop the 
services and continue configuration.

As each service is stopped, its status is displayed on the right of the screen.

4. Once the services are stopped, enter the following information at the prompts:

– The fully qualified hostname of the Sensor appliance. 

For example: ny-sensor.acme.com
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– The IP address of this appliance. This is used for communication via the 
ETH0 interface. You can select to use a static IP address, or to use DHCP 
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) to assign an IP address.

i. If you choose to use DHCP, an IP address is automatically assigned.

ii. If you choose to use a static IP address, enter the following:

The IP address.

The netmask. Normally 255.255.0.0 

The default gateway IP Address.

– IPv6 address. 

Enter yes to configure the IPv6 address to the network interface, which is used 
for DNSv6 resolution while generating incidents. 

See Also 

“Configuring IPv6 Extensions Headers” on page 71

“Configuring the Sensor for IPv4-Mapped IPv6 Addresses” on page 72

– DHCPv6 or Stateful Auto-configuration.

Entering yes automatically assigns the IPv6 address using the DHCPv6 or 
Stateful Autoconfiguration.

– IPv6 gateway

Enter yes and the IPv6 gateway address to configure the IPv6 gateway.

– Domain name.

The domain to which this appliance belongs. This is automatically populated 
based on the hostname you entered earlier. For example acme.com

– The primary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the subnet).

– (Optional) The secondary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the 
subnet).
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5. At the Restart networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to restart the network 
interfaces. 

6. At the Restart RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to 
restart the network services.

As each network interface and service restarts, its status appears on the right of the screen. 
For example: 

7. Press Enter to continue. You are returned to the Configure menu.

B. Configure Passwords

The next step is to set password for root. This must be set as there is no default root 
user password.

1. Enter 1 (Set Passwords) from the Configure menu. 

The Passwords menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Set root user password) to change the root password. 

This must be set as there is no default root user password.
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3. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. 

This returns you to the Configure menu.

C. Configure the Time 

You must set the time zone and time on all DLP Network devices in a way that ensures 
time consistency between the Network Controller and managed devices. You can set 
the clock time manually. But to ensure synchronized time settings, it is recommended 
that you use an NTP server to set the time on a device. 

Important: Make sure that the time is synronized across Network Controller 
and all the managed devices.

1. Enter 3 (Set timezone, clock, and timeserver) from the Configure 
menu. The Configure Clock menu appears.

2. Enter 1 (Set timezone) and set the time zone. Select the geographical area 
and the time zone for the device from the subsequent menus.

3. Enter 3 (Configure ntp timeserver) to configure the Network device to 
set its time using an NTP server. The Configure ntp timeserver menu appears.

RSA DLP Network: Configure ntp timeserver

1) Configure ntp timeserver
2) Enable ntp timeserver
3) Disable ntp timeserver
0) Return to Main Menu

4. Enter 1 (Configure ntp timeserver) and enter the IP address or fully 
qualified domain name of the NTP server for the Network device to use.

5. Enter 2 (Enable ntp timeserver) to start the NTP time service on the 
device and set the time based on the time on the NTP server.

6. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. This returns you to the Configure menu.
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Configuring the Network Sensor for Enterprise Manager

Enterprise Manager is the interface to DLP Network for both users and administrators. 
After performing the preliminary configuration documented in the previous section, 
you must log into Enterprise Manager to complete the configuration of the Sensor.

Managed devices (Sensors, Interceptors, and ICAP Servers) can only be configured 
once a Network Controller has been set up. If you have already completed the 
Network Controller configuration, you can complete the configuration of the Sensor 
immediately after initially configuring it, or you can wait until the Network Controller 
and all its managed devices have been initially configured, then log into Enterprise 
Manager and complete the configuration of all of them at once.

For instructions for installing Enterprise Manager, see “Deploying 
Enterprise Manager” on page 25.

To configure the Sensor for Enterprise Manager

1. Log into Enterprise Manager and click the Admin tab. 

2. Beneath the Admin tab, click Network. The Network administration page 
appears.
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Note: Note that you can only add Sensors if a Network Controller has 
already been set up (see “Configuring the Network Controller for 
Enterprise Manager” on page 53). The initial panel on the right shows the 
Network Controller configuration settings.

3. Click (or hover over) New Network Device on the upper left, and select New 
Sensor from the drop-down menu. The Sensor Configuration page appears. 

4. Enter the name or the IP address of the Sensor device.

5. (Optional.) Enter a description of the Sensor.

6. With the General Settings tab active, enter the following information:

a. Choose any of the following restrictions for the Sensor:

Ignore Local Traffic. Ignore the monitoring of traffic between originating 
networks.

Include HTTP Get Response. Analyze the response of HTTP GET 
operations. By design, this option enables analysis of response content. URL 
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information is not available in the response, so it is not included in the event 
information. (Selecting this option will degrade Sensor performance.)

b. In the Origination Networks field, enter list of addresses for the originating 
networks. Outgoing traffic from these networks is monitored.

Enter IP/mask addresses in the IPv4 format: 10.0.0.0/8 or IPv6 format: 
2001:DB8:0:1::152/32. Enter lists of addresses separated by commas, 
semi-colons, or new lines.

c. In the Destination Networks field, enter a list of addresses for the 
destinations networks. Destination networks can be left blank; that means 
traffic going everywhere except to the origination networks is monitored.

See Origination Networks (above) for accepted formats.

d. In the Excludes Networks field, enter a list of destination networks. Traffic 
going to these networks is not monitored.

See Origination Networks (above) for accepted formats.

e. Use Custom BPF (BSD Packet Filter): If your network definition is complex, 
and cannot be represented using the options available above, you can select 
this option to expand an area at the bottom of the screen and enter a BPF filter. 

Note: Using a custom BPF overrides any of the General Settings 
(above) and should be used with caution.

Note: The Sensor conforms to IPv6 implementations according to the 
RFC 2460 and the IPv6 Addressing Architecture according to the 
RFC 4291.

7. Select Files to Include in the Network Event Details. 

Select one of the following options to indicate which files to include in the 
Network Event Details file:

Note: Entries display on the Enterprise Manager Event Details and the 
Incident Details pages. Each entry is represented by a row in the 
Component Detail section of the Event and Incident Detail pages. 
Network event entries are not necessarily items that violated any policy, 
but indicates the files were transmitted over the network.

– Include all files.

All files monitored by the Sensor are transmitted to the Enterprise Manager. 
All entries are included as well.

– Include all individual files and compound files, but only policy-violating 
subfiles.

All individual files and compound files are transmitted to the Enterprise 
Manager. Only policy-violating subfiles are transmitted. Entries for all 
individual files and compound files, as well as policy-violating subfiles, are 
included.
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This option is the default value.

– Include only policy-violating individual files and subfiles.

All policy-violating individual files and subfiles are transmitted. Entries for 
all individual files and compound files, as well as policy-violating subfiles, 
are included.

– None.

This option excludes all files containing sensitive content from the Network 
event file. No sensitive data discovered by the Sensor while monitoring 
network traffic that is leaving the network or crossing network boundaries is 
transmitted to the Enterprise Manager. However, DLP Network does transmit 
entries for individual files, compound files, and policy-violating subfiles.

Note: You might use this option if the Enterprise Manager and the 
Sensor are located in different countries and your company has 
policies preventing sensitive content from leaving the country.

8. Click the Protocols tab.

DLP Network monitors the listed ports here for their associated protocols. It 
attempts to determine the appropriate protocol from the format of the data.

9. Specify the following default protocol behavior:

– Monitor All Ports. Check this if you want all ports to be monitored. In most 
cases this is not necessary because most facilities already limit exposed ports. 
Using this option may have a detrimental effect on performance.

Note: Selecting Monitor All Ports does not mean that any protocols 
are monitored. You must specify the protocols to be monitored in the 
next section of the screen.
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– Disable IPSec. Uncheck this box if you want monitoring of IPSec protocols 
enabled. When disabled (the default), traffic using IPSec protocols is ignored. 
Enabling this feature may have a detrimental effect on performance.

Note: Monitoring of IPSec protocols only occurs with IPSec 
unencrypted traffic using IPSec AH protocol or IPSec ESP protocol 
with NULL encryption.

10. Select the protocols you want to be monitored, and on which ports:

If you regularly use a different port than the default ports, such as 8080 for a 
web server, then use this section of the screen to edit the port and protocol.

– Include/Protocol. Select each protocol you want the Sensor to monitor. For 
each protocol you select, enter the following:

• Ports. Enter the port(s) you want the Sensor to monitor for the selected 
protocol. Ports can be comma separated lists or ranges. Ranges are 
hyphen separated. You can use an asterisk (*) to specify any port greater 
or equal to 1024 and can use any to specify any port less than 1024. 

Note: If you have previously selected Monitor All Ports (above), all 
ports are monitored, regardless of the specific port numbers entered 
here.

• Hard Quota. Optional. Specify a unit measure (KB, MB, or GB) from 
the dropdown menu, and size. If the total amount of data queued in 
memory for this protocol exceeds this number, then any new session data 
will be deleted. If no hard quota is specified, and large amounts of data 
accumulates in memory, system performance can be adversely affected. 

• Soft Quota. Optional. Specify a unit measure (KB, MB, or GB) from the 
drop down menu, and size. If the total amount of data queued in memory 
for this protocol is between the size specified here, and the hard quota 
number, then intermittent session data is deleted.

11. Click Save to save the new configuration settings.

12. Confirm the Sensor addition by opening the Admin > Network > Status tab and 
watching for the Sensor device status to become green/Up. 

Note: The Sensor status will change to red/Down if other connections on 
its port 9999 prevent its exchange of security certificates with the 
Network Controller. In this case, close all other connections through 
Sensor port 9999 to open it for the certificate exchange.

Your Sensor is now configured. You can now use Enterprise Manager to add 
additional managed devices (Interceptors and ICAP Servers). For instructions, see 
the chapter on administering DLP Network in the RSA DLP Network User Guide 
or the Enterprise Manager online help.
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Configuring IPv6 Extensions Headers

If your network uses IPv6 traffic containing extension headers, follow the instructions 
in this section to configure the Sensor for content analysis with IPv6 traffic containing 
extension headers.

Overview

Extension header are additional headers contained in the IPv6 packet. They carry 
optional internet layer information and are placed between the fixed header and the 
upper-layer protocol header. 

Configure the Sensor for IPv6 Extension Headers

Procedure

1. Log on to the Sensor machine.

2. Change directories to /opt/tablus/config

3. Vi the nwsystemsconfig.xml file.

4. Search for the listener section.

5. Adjust the default settings by typing true and removing the false if you want to 
enable the setting for the Sensor to monitor the specific IPv6 extension headers.

Refer to the Table 1 on page 72 for extension header descriptions.

Default configuration:

<sensorconfig>

<listener>

<detectipv6hopoptionheader type=”boolean”>false</detectipv6hopoptionheader>

<detectipv6destoptionheader type=”boolean”>false</detectipv6destoptionheader>

<detectipv6routingheader type=”boolean”>false</detectipv6routingheader>

<detectipv6fragmentheader type=”boolean”>false</detectipv6fragmentheader>

</listener>

</sensorconfig>
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Configuring the Sensor for IPv4-Mapped IPv6 Addresses

If your network traffic contains IPv4-mapped IPv6 addresses, follow the instructions 
in this section to configure the Sensor to resolve user identities during content analysis 
of traffic with IPv4-mapped IPv6 addresses.

Overview

IPv4-mapped IPv6 addresses are addresses that hold an embedded global IPv4 
address. They are used to represent the addresses of IPv4 nodes as IPv6 addresses to 
applications that are enabled for IPv6. To resolve user identities associated with 
IPv4-mapped IPv6 addresses, you need to configure the Sensor to handle it.

Configure the Sensor 

Procedure

1. Log on to the Sensor machine.

2. Change directories to /opt/tablus/config

3. Vi the nwsystemsconfig.xml file.

4. Search for the ipv4mappedipv6address section.

5. Adjust the default settings to enable the Sensor to monitor IPv4-mapped IPv6 
traffic as follows:

– Set the global parameter to true. 

Table 1  Extension Header Descriptions

Header Description

Hop-by-hop options The Hop-by-Hop extension header is 
used as part of the operation of IPv6 
Multicast Listener Discovery.

Destination options The destination extension header is 
used in IPv6 mobility and in support 
of certain applications.

Routing The Routing header is used in IPv6 
mobility and in source routing.

Fragment The Fragmentation header is critical in 
support of communication using 
fragmented packets. 
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– Select the types of IPv4- mapped IPv6 addresses to resolve associated user 
identities by setting the specific address type to true. See Table 2 on page 74 
for instructions.

– Optional. Add an address type, if needed. 

The configuration file includes two address types by default: ISATAP and 
6to4. If you need others, you must add them. See “Add a New IP Address 
Type” on page 75 for details.

Default configuration:

<!-- Global setting to enable/disable resolving IPv4 mapped IPv6 
addresses on the device-->

<detectipv4mappedipv6address type="boolean">false</
detectipv4mappedipv6address>

<!-- List of IPv4 mapped IPv6 address types and details.-->

<ipv4mappedipv6address type="list">

<ipaddress type="dict">

<addresstype type="string">isatap</addresstype>
<enable type="boolean">false</enable>

<regexstartbitposition type="int">80</regexstartbitposition>
<regex type="string">5efe:</regex>
<ipv4addressstartbitposition type="int">96</
ipv4addressstartbitposition>

</ipaddress>

<ipaddress type="dict">

<addresstype type="string">6to4</addresstype>
<enable type="boolean">false</enable>
<regexstartbitposition type="int">0</regexstartbitposition>
<regex type="string">2002:</regex>
<ipv4addressstartbitposition type="int">16</
ipv4addressstartbitposition>

</ipaddress>
</ipv4mappedipv6address>
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Table 2  Configuration Parameters for IPv4-Mapped IPv6 Address Identity Resolution

Parameter Description

detectipv4mappedipv6address This is the global parameter to enable or 
disable resolving IPv4-mapped IPv6 
addresses on the Sensor. 

Change the value to true to resolve user 
identities for network traffic containing 
IPv4-mapped IPv6 addresses.

<addresstype type="string">isatap</
addresstype>

<enable type="boolean">false</enable>

This string identifies, Intra-Site Automatic 
Tunnel Addressing Protocol (ISATAP), a 
type of IPv4-mapped IPv6 address.

Change the value to true to enable 
resolving user identities associated with 
ISATAP addresses.

<regexstartbitposition type="int">80</
regexstartbitposition>

This parameter contains an integer which 
indicates the start bit position for the regex 
to identify the address type in 128 bit IPv6 
addresses.

 <regex type="string">5efe:</regex> This parameter contains a string that 
specifies the regular expression type that 
identifies the IPv6 address type. For the 
ISATAP addresses, it is 5efe:.

<ipv4addressstartbitposition 
type="int">96</
ipv4addressstartbitposition>

This parameter contains an integer which 
indicates the IPv4 address starting bit 
position of the 128 bit IPv6 address.

Example: IPv4 address starts from bit 
position 96 for a 128-bit ISATAP address.

<addresstype type="string">6to4</
addresstype>

<enable type="boolean">false</enable>

This string identifies, 6to4, a type of 
IPv4-mapped IPv6 address.

Change the value to true to resolve user 
identities associated with monitoring 6to4 
IPv4-mapped IPv6 addresses. 
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Add a New IP Address Type

Procedure

1. Add the new ipaddress xml node to the ipv4maapedipv6address xml node in the 
nwsystemsconfig.xml file

2. Include the following mandatory parameters: 

<regexstartbitposition type="int">0</
regexstartbitposition>

This parameter contains an integer which 
indicates the start bit position for the regex 
to identify the address type in 128 bit IPv6 
addresses. 

<regex type="string">2002:</regex> This parameter contains a string that 
specifies the regular expression type that 
identifies the IPv6 address type. For the 
6to4 addresses, it is 2002:.

<ipv4addressstartbitposition 
type="int">16</
ipv4addressstartbitposition>

This parameter contains an integer which 
indicates the IPv4 address starting bit 
position of the 128 bit IPv6 address.

Example: IPv4 address starts from bit 
position 16 for a 128-bit 6to4 address.

Parameter Parameter Type

address type string

enable boolean

regexstartbitposition integer

regex string

ipv4addressstartbitposition integer

Table 2  Configuration Parameters for IPv4-Mapped IPv6 Address Identity Resolution

Parameter Description
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6 Deploying Interceptors

The Interceptor is an active component of DLP Network that provides blocking, 
encrypting, and quarantining of email (SMTP) transmissions.

Topics:

• About Network Interceptors

• Deployment Options

• Setting up an Interceptor

• Initially Configuring the Network Interceptor

• Configuring the Network Interceptor for Enterprise Manager

About Network Interceptors

You can configure an Interceptor in a number of different ways to meet your needs and 
to fit your corporate messaging infrastructure. 

This chapter explains the options that are available to you to make a better informed 
deployment decision.

The following terms are used in describing Interceptors:

• Interception Modes

– Active. Select this mode if you plan to actively block or quarantine emails. In 
this mode, the Interceptor will enforce the policy actions when a violation is 
detected.

– Scan and Tag Mode. In this mode, the Interceptor adds RSA x-headers to all 
outgoing emails to indicate if DLP Network has inspected the email, what 
sensitive content the email contains, and what policy action (based on DLP 
Network policy definition) should be performed. Scan and tag does not 
perform the policy action; instead it relies on downstream MTA (mail transfer 
agent) to perform the action. Below is an example where the Interceptor is in 
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Scan and Tag mode and the email was allowed to be released. This email is 
tagged with DLP Network content analysis results.

• SMTP Smart Host. SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is a protocol for 
sending e-mail messages between servers. The SMTP Smart Host is the 
downstream MTA (mail transfer agent) to which an email is delivered when an 
email is released by the Interceptor. An MTA is responsible for routing messages 
to their proper destinations.

• Encryption Host. This is a downstream MTA (mail transfer agent) that can 
handle encryption of emails.

Deployment Options

You can deploy an Interceptor in several configurations, including the following:

• Upstream from SMTP smart host. An Interceptor can be configured such that it 
delivers all the released emails to another MTA in your company before the email 
is delivered to the internet.

In this configuration, you can use scan and tag mode provided the SMTP smart 
host is able to take appropriate actions based on the x-headers added to the email. 
You can use the encrypt action in this configuration provided SMTP smart host 
can encrypt the email before delivering to the internet.
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• Upstream from encryption server. An Interceptor can be configured to deliver 
released emails to SMTP smart host if they are released to be delivered in clear 
text or to an encryption host (MTA) to encrypt the email before delivery to the 
internet.

In this configuration, you can use the scan and tag mode and also use encrypt 
policy action. The Interceptor makes a decision to deliver to SMTP smart host or 
encryption host depending on the policy action.

• Endpoint. An Interceptor can be configured to be the end point in your email 
delivery system where the Interceptor will be responsible for delivering the email 
to the internet. In this mode, you can quarantine or discard emails based on policy 
rules.

Important: This option is only recommended for POCs and very small 
deployments. 

In this configuration scan and tag mode does not apply, as there is no downstream 
MTA to perform the actions. Also, encrypt does not apply, as there is no 
encryption MTA available to the Interceptor.

Other variations to these deployment options are possible. Contact your sales 
representative or RSA support for guidance.
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Setting up an Interceptor

The Interceptor appliance ships with the operating system and software preloaded. To 
complete the installation, you must provide network and account information, as 
described in this section.

Note: If your enterprise has a VMware installation, you can create a virtual 
Interceptor appliance instead of installing a physical machine. See 
“Implementing a Virtual DLP Network Appliance” on page 111

Interceptor Hardware Ports

Before you start installation, you should become familiar with the ports and 
connections on the back panel of an Interceptor appliance.

The Interceptor is shipped with Dell PowerEdge R610 appliance. Hardware ports for 
the appliance are shown in the following figure.

Figure 7 Interceptor appliance (PowerEdge R610) hardware ports

The Interceptor appliance has the following communication ports:

Port label Description

ETH0 (GB1) 10/100/1000 Ethernet port used for intercepting traffic and for 
management interface (from the Network Controller).

ETH1 Not used if the device is an Interceptor.

ETH2 and ETH3 Not used.

Video and USB 
(front and back)

VGA monitor and USB keyboard ports for managing device via a 
KVM. This is the default onboard configuration interface. 

Serial Serial port for connecting a console during installation (NULL modem 
connection).

DRAC Connector Out-of-band remote access port.
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Connecting a Keyboard and Monitor to the Interceptor

The Interceptor appliance ships without keyboard or monitor. To perform the initial 
installation, you need to connect a USB keyboard and monitor (KVM). Once the 
network information is configured, you can connect through the management 
interface using Enterprise Manager.

Starting the Interceptor

When the Interceptor boots for the first time: 

• it automatically sends data to both the serial port and the PC monitor port. 

By pressing a key at the first prompt you can direct the managed device to send 
data to the serial port. Otherwise, it will send data to both ports until you respond 
to a prompt.   

Note: After you have logged in, use the menu to configure the default 
console to be either the keyboard or the serial port.)

• the process may stop at a certain point to give you an opportunity to shut down the 
appliance without logging in.

When the process stops, you see the following information:

RSA DLP Network <your DLP version number> has been 
installed.

Press p to (p)roceed to login or s to (s)hutdown.

Note: The process of stopping during the reboot happens only one time. 

Press p and press enter.

The login prompt appears:

RSA DLP Network. Authorized use only.
Please login as ‘tablus’ to configure.

• you are prompted to change your password and read and accept the End User 
License Agreement. 

You cannot proceed with the login and configuration until change your password 
and accept the license agreement.

Logging into the Interceptor

1. Review what happens when you start the Interceptor.

See “Starting the Interceptor” on page 81.

2. Login using the following information:

– User ID: tablus

– Password: ChangeMe!
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You are prompted to change your password.

Note: The password must be a minimum of 6 characters and include at 
least one digit or symbol. You are not allowed to use dictionary words or 
to repeat characters in sequence.

3. Enter a new tablus password.

You are prompted to read and accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).

4. Accept the EULA.

Note: See “B. Configure Passwords” on page 85 for details about how to 
change the password.

After logging in, the Main Menu appears:

You need to perform the following tasks to complete the initial installation/
configuration:

• Configure networks.

• Configure passwords.

• Configure the time.

These operations are all accessible from the Configure menu, as described in the next 
section.

Initially Configuring the Network Interceptor

All initial Interceptor configuration is done from the Configure menu. To access the 
Configure menu:
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1. Select Configure from the Main Menu. The Configure menu appears: 

A. Configure Networking

1. Enter 2 (Configure Networking) in the Configure menu.

The current settings are displayed, if this is an initial configuration, there are no 
values:

2. At the Reconfigure Networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to reconfigure the 
settings.

3. In order to change the settings, the DLP Network services must be stopped. At the 
Stop RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to stop the services 
and continue configuration.

When the services are stopped, their status is displayed on the right of the screen.

4. After the services are stopped, enter the following information at the prompts:

– The fully qualified hostname of the Interceptor appliance. 

For example: ny-interceptor.acme.com
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– The IP address of this appliance. This is used for communication via the 
ETH0 interface. You can select to use a static IP address, or to use DHCP 
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) to assign an IP address.

a. If you choose to use DHCP, an IP address is automatically assigned.

b. If you choose to use a static IP address, enter the following:

• The IP address.

• The netmask. Normally 255.255.0.0

• The default gateway IP Address. 

• The domain to which this appliance belongs. This is automatically 
populated based on the hostname you entered earlier. For example 
acme.com

• The primary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the subnet).

• (Optional) The secondary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the 
subnet).

5. At the Restart Networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to restart the network 
interfaces. 
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6. At the Restart RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to restart 
the network services. 

As the network interface and services are restarted, their status is displayed on the 
right of the screen.

7. Press Enter to continue. You are returned to the Configure menu.

B. Configure Passwords

The next step is to set password for root. This must be set as there is no default root 
user password.

1. Enter 1 (Set Passwords) from the Configure menu. 

The Passwords menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Set root user password) to change the root password. 

3. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. 

This returns you to the Configure menu.
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C. Configure the Time 

You must set the time zone and time on all DLP Network devices in a way that ensures 
time consistency between the Network Controller and managed devices. You can set 
the clock time manually. But to ensure synchronized time settings, it is recommended 
that you use an NTP server to set the time on a device.

Important: Make sure that the time is synronized across Network Controller 
and all the managed devices.

1. Enter 3 (Set timezone, clock, and timeserver) from the Configure 
menu. The Configure Clock menu appears.

2. Enter 1 (Set timezone) and set the time zone. Select the geographical area 
and the time zone for the device from the subsequent menus.

3. Enter 3 (Configure ntp timeserver) to configure the Network device to 
set its time using an NTP server. The Configure ntp timeserver menu appears.

RSA DLP Network: Configure ntp timeserver

1) Configure ntp timeserver
2) Enable ntp timeserver
3) Disable ntp timeserver
0) Return to Main Menu

4. Enter 1 (Configure ntp timeserver) and enter the IP address or fully 
qualified domain name of the NTP server for the Network device to use.

5. Enter 2 (Enable ntp timeserver) to start the NTP time service on the 
device and set the time based on the time on the NTP server.

6. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. This returns you to the Configure menu.

Configuring the Network Interceptor for Enterprise 
Manager

Enterprise Manager is the interface to DLP Network for both users and administrators. 
After performing the preliminary configuration documented in the previous section, 
you must log into Enterprise Manager to complete the configuration of the Interceptor.
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Managed devices (Sensors, Interceptors, and ICAP Servers) can only be configured 
once a Network Controller has been set up. If you have already completed the 
Network Controller configuration, you can complete the configuration of the 
Interceptor immediately after initially configuring it, or you can wait until the 
Network Controller and all its managed devices have been initially configured, then 
log into Enterprise Manager and complete the configuration of all of them at once.

For instructions for installing Enterprise Manager, see “Deploying 
Enterprise Manager” on page 25.

To configure the Interceptor for Enterprise Manager

1. Log into Enterprise Manager and click the Admin tab. 

2. Beneath the Admin tab, click Network. The Network administration page 
appears.

Note: You can only add Interceptors if a Network Controller has already 
been set up (see “Configuring the Network Controller for Enterprise 
Manager” on page 53). The initial panel on the right shows the Network 
Controller configuration settings.
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3. Click (or hover over) New Network Device at the top of the Device List on the 
left, and select New Interceptor from the drop-down menu. The Interceptor 
Configuration page appears.

4. Enter the name or IP address of the Interceptor.

5. Optional. Enter a description of the Interceptor.

6. Select a Mode. (See “Interception Modes” on page 77 for more details.)

– Active. Select this mode if you plan to actively block or quarantine emails. In 
this mode, the Interceptor will enforce the policy actions when a violation is 
detected.

– Scan and Tag. In this mode, the Interceptor adds RSA x-headers to all 
outgoing emails to indicate if DLP Network has inspected the email, what 
sensitive content the email contains, and what policy action (based on DLP 
Network policy definition) should be performed. 

If an encryption gateway is configured and the policy action is determined to 
be audit and encrypt, the x-header information is added to the outgoing emails 
and they are then forwarded to the encryption gateway. If an encryption 
gateway has not been configured, or if the policy action is either quarantine or 
block, information about the intended policy action is added to the x-header 
and the email is released with the expectation that a downstream server read 
and act on that x-header information. 

Important: If you want to use Scan and Tag mode, you must also 
enable one or more RSA x-header settings (see Step 9). If you do not 
enable these settings, no RSA x-header information is added to 
outgoing emails.

• Scan and Tag Mode Settings.

Generate DLP Incidents. Select this option if you want DLP Network to 
generate incidents when this Interceptor detects emails containing 
sensitive data as defined by DLP policies. DLP Network incidents are not 
generated in Scan and Tag mode unless this option is selected.

With default state Open or Closed. If you have chosen to generate DLP 
incidents (above), select whether the incidents should be initially Open or 
Closed (the default).
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7. Enter values for the following General Settings. 

– Smart Host. Specify the SMTP host to which this Interceptor should forward 
emails. This option is required unless you have selected that emails be 
delivered Directly to Internet (not recommended except in cases of POCs or 
very small deployments), in which case it is grayed out. 

– Deliver directly to Internet. Select this if this Interceptor is the end point in 
your e-mail delivery system to deliver outbound emails to the internet. This 
option is only recommended for POCs and very small deployments. If you do 
not select this, you have to specify a SMTP host where the Interceptor should 
send emails.

– Relay Domain. Required. Enter a space-separated list of hosts and domains 
that this Interceptor can relay mails to. For example: acme.com acme1.org 
10.11.0

Note: This Interceptor only accept emails from these relay domains.

– Admin Alias. Required. Alias for message queue (see below) errors.

– Encryption Gateway. Enter the name or IP address of encryption host to 
which this Interceptor should forward the emails for encryption (if encryption 
host is different from Smart SMTP Host). This is required if policies have 
been defined with encryption actions.
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– Use TLS. Check this box to enable TLS (Transport Layer Security). When 
TLS is enabled, the Interceptor transmits mail as an encrypted string. (TLS 
encrypts the transmission, not the email itself.)

Note: Transport Layer Security is a protocol that guarantees privacy 
and data integrity between client/server application s communicating 
over the Internet.

– Maximum sizes for message queues. Specify a maximum number of 
messages allowed in the following queues. Once the maximum is reached, the 
Interceptor stops accepting new messages and the Administrator is 
automatically notified via email.

• Input Queue Max Size. Default 2000 messages.

• Output Queue Max Size. Default 2000 messages. Not valid when the 
Interceptor sends directly to the internet.

• Encrypt Queue Max Size. Default 2000 messages.

• Quarantine Queue Max Size. Default 2000 messages.

– Queue thresholds. Specify warning and port close and reopen thresholds for 
automatic actions based on the percentage of the current queue size related to 
its specified maximum size. 

• Queue Warning Threshold. When this queue size is reached (85% by 
default), the Interceptor sends a Warning alert to configured alerting 
destinations. It sends an Info alert when the queue size falls back below 
the threshold. 

• Queue Port Shutdown Threshold. When this queue size is reached 
(95% by default), the Interceptor shuts down port 25 and sends a Critical 
alert about the shutdown to configured alerting destinations. 

• Queue Port Reopen Threshold. When the queue size falls back below 
this size (80% by default), the Interceptor reopens port 25 and sends an 
Info alert about the reopen to configured alerting destinations. 

8. Select Files to Include in the Network Event Details: Select one of the 
following options to indicate which files to include in the Network Event Details 
file:

Note: Entries display on the Enterprise Manager Event Details and the 
Incident Details pages. Each entry is represented by a row in the 
Component Detail section of the Event and Incident Detail pages. 
Network event entries are not necessarily items that violated any policy, 
but indicates the files were transmitted over the network.

– Include all files.

All files monitored by the Network Interceptor are transmitted to the 
Enterprise Manager. All entries are included as well.

– Include all individual files and compound files, but only policy-violating 
subfiles.
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All individual files and compound files are transmitted to the Enterprise 
Manager. Only policy-violating subfiles are transmitted. Entries for all 
individual files and compound files, as well as policy-violating subfiles, are 
included.

This option is the default value.

– Include only policy-violating individual files and subfiles.

All policy-violating individual files and subfiles are transmitted. Entries for 
all individual files and compound files, as well as policy-violating subfiles, 
are included.

– None.

This option excludes all files containing sensitive content from the Network 
event file. No sensitive data discovered by the Interceptor is transmitted to the 
Enterprise Manager. However, DLP Network does transmit entries for 
individual files, compound files, and policy-violating subfiles.

9. Specify X-Header Settings. 

In Scan and Tag mode, the Interceptor adds RSA x-headers to all outgoing emails 
to indicate if DLP Network has inspected the email, the type of sensitive content 
the email contains, and the policy action that should be performed on the email. 

X-header settings are disabled by default. If you specify that the Interceptor 
operate in Scan and Tag mode, you must also enable one or more of these 
x-header settings to define the DLP x-headers to add to outgoing emails.

– Inspected? Select to insert an x-header to indicate whether DLP Network has 
inspected the email. For example: X-RSA-Inspected: yes

– Content Blade. Select to insert an x-header with the name of the content 
blade that matched sensitive content in the email, as defined by the matched 
DLP Network policy. For example: X-RSA-Classifications: US 
Social Security Number (the name of the matched content blade 
indicates that US Social Security numbers are the matched sensitive content).

– Action Taken. Select to insert an x-header with the policy action that should 
be performed on the message, as defined by the matched DLP Network 
policy. For example: X-RSA-Action: encrypt 

10. Optional. Add Custom X-Headers to content analysis.

By default, the From, To, Cc, Bcc, Date and Subject email headers are included in 
content analysis of an email message body. In the Custom X-Headers section, you 
can specify custom x-headers defined in your email system for the Interceptor to 
detect. 

For example, assume that your existing email system adds a custom x-header to 
emails to flag and route them to an encryption server using tools outside of DLP 
Network. You can set up the Interceptor to detect this x-header and perform 
specific actions based on its detection, such as prevent the creation of a DLP event 
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for a sensitive email that you know will be encrypted, create an event to help you 
monitor email encryption use, or block a sensitive email that was auto-forwarded. 

– Custom X-Headers. Specify up to 10 custom x-headers that are already 
defined in your email system: 

i. Click  to add a new blank x-header line.

ii. Enter the name of the custom x-header that you want to detect. For 
example:

Sensitivity 

Important: As a separate task after you add custom x-headers to content 
analysis, you must set up a content blade to detect the custom x-headers. 
See the RSA DLP Network User Guide or Enterprise Manager Help for 
instructions.

11. Optional. Specify the Email Subject Line Settings.

– Enabled. Check this box if you want to modify the subject lines of 
intercepted emails; then specify the following:

– Replacement position. Specify whether you want text added before (Add 
prefix) or after (Add suffix) the original subject line.

– Policy Action/Added Text. Specify the text (Added Text) you want added 
for each policy action:

• Audit Only. The text you want to add for this policy action. For example 
[AUDIT].

• Encrypt & Audit. The text you want to add for this policy action. For 
example [ENCRYPT].

• Quarantine & Audit. The text you want to add for this policy action. For 
example [QUARANTINED].

12. Click Save to save the new configuration settings.
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13. Confirm the Interceptor addition by opening the Admin > Network > Status tab 
and watching for the Interceptor device status to become green/Up. 

Note: The Interceptor status will change to red/Down if other connections 
on its port 9999 prevent its exchange of security certificates with the 
Network Controller. In this case, close all other connections through 
Interceptor port 9999 to open it for the certificate exchange.

Your Interceptor is now configured. You can now use Enterprise Manager to add 
additional managed devices (Sensors and ICAP Servers). For instructions, see the 
chapter on administering DLP Network in the RSA DLP Network User Guide or 
the Enterprise Manager online help.
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7 Deploying ICAP Servers

The ICAP Server is one of the devices available as part of the DLP Network 
configuration. The ICAP Server allows the monitoring and blocking of transmissions, 
preventing sensitive data from leaving the enterprise by way of requests and responses 
to HTTP, HTTPS, or FTP protocols. 

You can also set up the ICAP Server to work with your company’s Exchange Server to 
monitor internal e-mail for sensitive content. See the Guide to RSA DLP for Internal 
E-mail for instructions.

Topics:

• About Network ICAP Servers

• Deployment Options

• Setting up the Network ICAP Server

• Initially Configuring the Network ICAP Server

• Configuring the Network ICAP Server for Enterprise Manager

About Network ICAP Servers

ICAP Servers can be used to prevent:

• a user in the corporate network from accessing web mail and trying to upload a 
sensitive file as an attachment

• a user sending a file out over FTP to an external FTP server

• an external user downloading sensitive attachment or a file from an internal 
Outlook Web Access or Sharepoint server

• an external user trying to fetch sensitive files from an FTP server

• an internal user accessing sensitive material from an internal server hosted in a 
different country or organizational unit. 

To use an ICAP Server to monitor or block transmissions, you first must deploy a 
HTTP, HTTPS, or FTP proxy server with an ICAP client that can communicate with 
the ICAP Server and analyze the content of transmissions for potential violations of 
DLP policies.
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This chapter explains how to deploy an ICAP Server to monitor request and response 
traffic leaving the corporate network. If you want to deploy an ICAP Server in 
conjunction with an Exchange server to monitor internal e-mail, see the Guide to RSA 
DLP for Internal E-mail for instructions.

Deployment Options

The ICAP Server must be deployed with a proxy server configured to support an 
ICAP client. One proxy server that works with DLP Network is Squid (http://
www.squid-cache.org/, an open-source project.

As shown in the following diagram, the proxy server is deployed in the enterprise for 
inbound/outbound HTTP/HTTPS/FTP traffic. The ICAP Server is configured to 
receive transmission content, analyze the content for policy violations, and take 
appropriate actions based on the results of the content analysis.

The ICAP Server can be configured to work with the proxy server in one of two 
modes: request mode and response mode: 

In request mode, the ICAP Server can analyze outbound request traffic, such as:

• Webmail, with sensitive files attached 

• Files that are loading to external servers using FTP

In response mode, the ICAP Server can analyze outbound response traffic originating 
from servers inside the network, such as:

• External users downloading or accessing sensitive attachments or files from an 
Outlook Web Access (OWA) or SharePoint server

• External users getting sensitive files from an FTP server

• Internal users accessing an internal server hosted in another country or that 
belongs to another organizational unit
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Setting up the Network ICAP Server

The ICAP Server appliance ships with the operating system and software pre-loaded. 
To complete the installation, you must provide network and account information, as 
described in this section.

Note: If your enterprise has a VMware installation, you can create a virtual 
ICAP Server appliance instead of installing a physical machine. See 
“Implementing a Virtual DLP Network Appliance” on page 111

ICAP Server Hardware Ports

Before you start installation, you should become familiar with the ports and 
connections on the back panel of the ICAP Server appliance.

The ICAP is shipped with Dell PowerEdge R610 appliance. Hardware ports for the 
appliance are shown in the following figure.

Figure 8 ICAP Server appliance (Power Edge R610) hardware ports

An ICAP Server appliance has the following communication ports:

Port label Description

ETH0 (GB1) 10/100/1000 Ethernet port used for intercepting communications and 
for management interface (from Network Controller).

ETH1 Not used if the device is an ICAP Server.

ETH2 and ETH3 Not used.

Video and USB 
(front and back)

VGA monitor and USB keyboard ports for managing device via a 
KVM. This is the default onboard configuration interface.

Serial Serial port for connecting a console during installation (NULL modem 
connection).

DRAC Connector Out-of-band remote access port.
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Connecting a Keyboard and Monitor to the ICAP Server

The ICAP Server appliance ships without a keyboard or monitor. To perform the 
initial installation, you need to connect a USB keyboard and monitor (KVM). Once 
the network information is configured, you can connect through the management 
interface using Enterprise Manager.

Starting the ICAP Server

When the ICAP Server boots for the first time: 

• it automatically sends data to both the serial port and the PC monitor port. 

By pressing a key at the first prompt you can direct the managed device to send 
data to the serial port. Otherwise, it will send data to both ports until you respond 
to a prompt.   

Note: After you have logged in, use the menu to configure the default 
console to be either the keyboard or the serial port.)

• the process may stop at a certain point to give you an opportunity to shut down the 
appliance without logging in.

When the process stops, you see the following information:

RSA DLP Network <your DLP version number> has been 
installed.

Press p to (p) roceed to login or s to (s)hutdown.

Note: The process of stopping during the reboot happens only one time. 

Press p and press enter.

The login prompt appears:

RSA DLP Network. Authorized use only.
Please login as ‘tablus’ to configure.

• you are prompted to change your password and read and accept the End User 
License Agreement. 

You cannot proceed with the login and configuration until change your password 
and accept the license agreement

Logging into the ICAP Server

1. Review what happens when you start the ICAP Server.

See “Starting the ICAP Server” on page 98.

2. Login using the following information:

– User ID: tablus

– Password: ChangeMe!
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You are prompted to change your password.

Note: The password must be a minimum of 6 characters and include at 
least one digit or symbol. You are not allowed to use dictionary words or 
to repeat characters in sequence.

3. Enter a new tablus password.

You are prompted to read and accept the End User License Agreement (EULA).

4. Accept the EULA.

Note: See “B. Configure Passwords” on page 102 for details about how to 
change the password.

After logging in, the Main Menu appears:

You need to perform the following tasks to complete the initial installation/
configuration:

• Configure networks.

• Configure passwords.

• Configure the time.

These operations are all accessible from the Configure menu, as described in the next 
section.
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Initially Configuring the Network ICAP Server

All initial ICAP Server configuration is done from the Configure menu. To access the 
Configure menu:

1. Select Configure from the Main Menu. The Configure menu appears: 

A. Configure Networking

1. Enter 2 (Configure Networking) in the Configure menu.

The current settings are displayed, if this is an initial configuration, there are no 
values:

2. At the Reconfigure Networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to reconfigure the 
settings.

3. In order to change the settings, the DLP Network services must be stopped. At the 
Stop RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to stop the services 
and continue configuration.

As the services are stopped, their status is displayed on the right of the screen.
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4. After the services are stopped, enter the following information at the prompts:

– The fully qualified hostname of the ICAP appliance. 

For example: ny-icap.acme.com

– The IP address of this appliance. This is for communication via the ETH0 
interface. You can select to use a static IP address, or to use DHCP (Dynamic 
Host Configuration Protocol) to assign an IP address.

a. If you choose to use DHCP, an IP address is automatically assigned.

b. If you choose to use a static IP address, enter the following:

• The IP address.

• The netmask.

• The default gateway IP Address. 

• The domain to which this appliance belongs. This is automatically 
populated based on the hostname you entered earlier. For example 
acme.com

• The primary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the subnet).

• (Optional) The secondary nameserver IP Address (DNS server for the 
subnet).

5. At the Restart Networking? prompt, enter Y(es) to restart the network 
interfaces. 
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6. At the Restart RSA DLP Network Services? prompt, enter Y(es) to restart 
the network services. 

As the network interface and services are restarted, their status is displayed on the 
right of the screen.

7. Press Enter to continue. You are returned to the Configure menu.

B. Configure Passwords

The next step is to set passwords for root. This must be set as there is no default 
root user password.

1. Enter 1 (Set Passwords) from the Configure menu. 

The Passwords menu appears.

2. Enter 2 (Set root user password) to change the root password. 

3. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. 

This returns you to the main Configure menu.
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C. Configure the Time 

You must set the time zone and time on all DLP Network devices in a way that ensures 
time consistency between the Network Controller and managed devices. You can set 
the clock time manually. But to ensure synchronized time settings, it is recommended 
that you use an NTP server to set the time on a device. 

Important: Make sure that the time is synronized across Network Controller 
and all the managed devices.

1. Enter 3 (Set timezone, clock, and timeserver) from the Configure 
menu. The Configure Clock menu appears.

2. Enter 1 (Set timezone) and set the time zone. Select the geographical area 
and the time zone for the device from the subsequent menus.

3. Enter 3 (Configure ntp timeserver) to configure the Network device to 
set its time using an NTP server. The Configure ntp timeserver menu appears.

RSA DLP Network: Configure ntp timeserver

1) Configure ntp timeserver
2) Enable ntp timeserver
3) Disable ntp timeserver
0) Return to Main Menu

4. Enter 1 (Configure ntp timeserver) and enter the IP address or fully 
qualified domain name of the NTP server for the Network device to use.

5. Enter 2 (Enable ntp timeserver) to start the NTP time service on the 
device and set the time based on the time on the NTP server.

6. Enter 0 to Return to Main Menu. This returns you to the Configure menu.

Configuring the Network ICAP Server for Enterprise 
Manager

Enterprise Manager is the interface to DLP Network for both users and administrators. 
After performing the preliminary configuration documented in the previous section, 
you must log into Enterprise Manager to complete the configuration of the ICAP 
Server.
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Managed devices (Sensors, Interceptors, and ICAP Servers) can only be configured 
once a Network Controller has been set up. If you have already completed the 
Network Controller configuration, you can complete the configuration of the ICAP 
Server immediately after initially configuring it, or you can wait until the Network 
Controller and all its managed devices have been initially configured, then log into 
Enterprise Manager and complete the configuration of all of them at once.

For instructions for installing Enterprise Manager, see “Deploying 
Enterprise Manager” on page 25.

To configure the ICAP Server for Enterprise Manager

1. Log into Enterprise Manager and click the Admin tab. 

2. Beneath the Admin tab, click Network. 

The Network administration page appears.

Note: You can only add ICAP Servers if a Network Controller has already 
been set up (see “Configuring the Network Controller for Enterprise 
Manager” on page 53). The initial panel on the right shows the Network 
Controller configuration settings.

3. Click (or hover over) New Network Device at the top of the Device List on the 
left, and select New ICAP Server from the drop-down menu. 

The ICAP Server Configuration page appears.

4. Enter the name or IP address of the ICAP Server.
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5. (Optional) Enter a description of the ICAP Server.

6. In the Settings section of the configuration page, enter the following information: 

– Enter the amount of time in seconds after which the server is deemed to have 
timed out in the Server Timeout in Seconds field. 

– Select one of the following as a response Upon Server Timeout:

• Fail Open. Select this option if you want to allow transmission after a 
server timeout.

• Fail Closed. Select this option if you want to block transmission after a 
server timeout. 

– Select the HTTPS Encrypt Policy Action. This is how DLP Network should 
treat a HTTPS transmission that was in violation of a policy and when the 
action for the policy is Encrypt, as this is not a true violation since it is HTTPS 
(not HTTP). Select one of the following:

• Allow. Let the transmission through without generating any incidents.

• Audit. Let the transmission through but generate an incident for 
monitoring purposes.

• Block. Block the transmission even if it was over HTTPS.

– (Optional) Enable the Transport Layer Security (TLS). 

This option enables encryption between your company’s Exchange Server, or 
a web proxy, and the ICAP Server. You must perform additional manual steps 
on the ICAP Server. See the Guide to RSA DLP for Internal E-mail

– (Optional) Enables exchange server scanning of internal e-mails. 
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This option enables Exchange Server scanning of internal email. You must 
perform additional manual steps on the ICAP Server. See the Guide to RSA 
DLP for Internal E-mail.

7. Select Files to Include in the Network Event Details. 

Select one of the following options to indicate which files to include in the 
Network Event Details file:

Note: Entries display on the Enterprise Manager Event Details and the 
Incident Details pages. Each entry is represented by a row in the 
Component Detail section of the Event and Incident Detail pages. 
Network event entries are not necessarily items that violated any policy, 
but indicates the files were transmitted over the network.

– Include all files.

All files monitored by the ICAP Server are transmitted to the Enterprise 
Manager. All entries are included as well.

– Include all individual files and compound files, but only policy-violating 
subfiles.

All individual files and compound files are transmitted to the Enterprise 
Manager. Only policy-violating subfiles are transmitted. Entries for all 
individual files and compound files, as well as policy-violating subfiles, are 
included.

This option is the default value.

– Include only policy-violating individual files and subfiles.

All policy-violating individual files and subfiles are transmitted. Entries for 
all individual files and compound files, as well as policy-violating subfiles, 
are included.

– None.

This option excludes all files containing sensitive content from the Network 
event file. No sensitive data discovered by the ICAP Server is transmitted to 
the Enterprise Manager. However, DLP Network does transmit entries for 
individual files, compound files, and policy-violating subfiles.

8. Username Pattern (Regular Expression): The proxy server passes the username 
information to the ICAP server in a special header. Each proxy server sends this 
information in their own format. The regular expression helps ICAP server in 
understanding the username information that the proxy server provides.

The default regular expression would work in most of the setups but you can 
customize the regular expression based on your requirements.

Note: To ensure that correct Regular Expression is created, consult RSA 
Technical Support or Professional Services.

9. Base64 Encoded Proxy Auth Info: The value conveys to the ICAP server that 
whether the username received by it is base64 encoded or not. The default value 
set is Yes.
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10. Domain Mappings: The authentication information received by the ICAP server 
from the proxy server most of the times does not contain FQDN. This option helps 
to translate the username received from the proxy server to a form which can used 
to search the LDAP username.

11. Click Save to save the new configuration settings.

12. Confirm the ICAP Server addition by opening the Admin > Network > Status 
tab and watching for the ICAP Server device status to become green/Up. 

Note: The ICAP Server status will change to red/Down if other 
connections on its port 9999 prevent its exchange of security certificates 
with the Network Controller. In this case, close all other connections 
through ICAP Server port 9999 to open it for the certificate exchange.

Your ICAP Server is now configured. You can now use Enterprise Manager to add 
additional managed devices (Sensors and Interceptors). For instructions, see the 
chapter on administering DLP Network in the DLP Network User Guide or the 
Enterprise Manager online help.
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A DLP Network Software Re-Installation

This appendix provides instructions for performing a complete re-installation of DLP 
Network software on a Network appliance.

The DLP Network Controller and other managed devices are distributed as pre-loaded 
applications on appliances. Therefore you will normally not need to perform a new 
installation of software. In certain situations, however, such as a hard drive crash, or 
other hardware failure, you may need to perform a complete re-install of the DLP 
Network software. 

Important: Completely re-installing the DLP Network software should only 
be performed after consultation with RSA DLP support personnel.

To re-install the DLP Network software: 

1. Obtain a new installation CD from RSA DLP Support.

2. Shutdown the device on which the software is to be installed.

3. Insert the install CD.

4. Reboot the device from the CD ROM drive. 

Note: You may need to check that the first boot device in your system 
BIOS is set to the CD-ROM Drive. 

5. When prompted, select the type of appliance you are installing:

– controller to install Network Controller software

– sensor to install Sensor software

– interceptor to install Interceptor software

– icapserver to install ICAP Server software

The installation procedure will run. This procedure can take up to 15 minutes to 
complete.
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6. At the prompt, reboot the device. 

The CD tray ejects the installation CD.

During the reboot, the process may stop to give you an opportunity to shut down 
the appliance without logging in, if necessary. 

RSA DLP Network <your_DLP_version_number> has been 
installed.

Press p to (p)roceed to login or s to (s)hutdown:

Important: This message and prompt appear only during the first reboot 
of the device after DLP Network software installation. 

7. Press p and press enter.

The login prompt appears:

RSA DLP Network. Authorized use only.
Please login as ‘tablus’ to configure.

8. Login using the following information:

userid: tablus
password: ChangeMe!

9. Change the login password and configure the appliance as described earlier in this 
book in the installation chapters for the device type you are re-installing.
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B Implementing a Virtual 
DLP Network Appliance 

This appendix describes how to deploy an RSA DLP Network component as a virtual 
appliance, an alternative to the standard deployment as a physical appliance.

Topics:

• About Virtual DLP Network Appliances

• VM Requirements for DLP Network Appliances

• Setting Up a DLP Network Virtual Appliance

About Virtual DLP Network Appliances

You can set up the DLP Network software components, Network Controller, 
Interceptor, ICAP Server, or Sensor as virtual appliances hosted on virtual machines 
(VMs).

A DLP Network deployment can include any combination of virtual and non-virtual 
machines.

After you set up virtual Network appliances, you connect them to an Enterprise 
Manager installation as you connect non-virtual Network appliances. 

VM Requirements for DLP Network Appliances

Each virtual machine used to host a DLP Network appliance must meet the following 
software and virtual hardware requirements. 

Software Components Required Versions

Operating System CentOS 6 (64-bit)

Hypervisor • VMware ESX version 3.5, 4.0, 4.1, and ESXi 5.0, 5.1

• Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2008
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.

Setting Up a DLP Network Virtual Appliance

You perform the same procedure once for each Network Controller, Interceptor, 
Sensor, or ICAP Server that you want to set up as a VM appliance. 

The steps assume that you have:

• A supported VMware version installed at your enterprise

• The VMware vSphere Client to view and set up virtual machines 

Before performing these steps, you must have:

• The ISO file with the software image of DLP Network.

For example, DLP-Network-9.6.iso

• Configuration information for your virtual appliance. For more information, see 
“Deployment Prerequisites” on page 18.

Note: These instructions are based on VMware vSphere 5.1. The steps may 
vary depending on your virtual infrastructure implementation.

To set up a DLP Network component as a VM appliance:

1. Open The VMware vSphere Client and click the New Virtual Machine  icon.

Virtual Hardware 
Components

Minimum Requirement

CPU For Sensor: 8 x 2 GHz

For other Network devices: 4 x 2 GHz 

RAM For Sensor: 16 GB

For other Network devices: 8 GB

Note: In VMware virtual machine, make sure that the 
CPU and Memory Resource Limit values are set to 
Unlimited in the Virtual Machine Properties dialog.

Disk space 601 GB free 
11Available free disk space determines the time a device can continue to store events when disconnected from 
Enterprise Manager or Network Controller. Events will be lost if free disk space is not available.
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The Create New Virtual Machine Wizard opens.

2. Choose a Typical configuration and click Next.

The Name and Location screen appears.

3. In the Name field, specify a name for your appliance and click Next. 

The Resource Pool screen appears.

4. Select the resource pool for the machine and click Next.

The Storage screen appears.

5. Select a datastore to be used by the virtual appliance and click Next. 
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The Guest Operating System screen appears.

6. Under Guest Operating System, select Linux, then select CentOS 4/5/6 (64-bit) 
from the dropdown menu and click Next.

The Network screen appears.

Note: If CentOS is not available, you can select Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux (64-bit).

7. Make these selections:

– Select 1 as the number of Network Interface Cards (NICs).

Note: For Sensor, select two or more NICs. NIC1 is used for 
management traffic to the sensor and NIC2 and above are used for 
data. The tap or span for Sensor must be connected to NIC 2 (or 
higher NICs).

– In the Network field, select the network card on the ESX server that the 
appliance is to use for communication. 

Note: For sensor, the data capture network adaptors must connect to 
the data network other than the management network.

– Select the default Adapter. 

8. Click Next.

The Create a Disk screen appears. 

9. Specify the disk size and click Next.

The Ready to Complete screen appears.

10. Select Edit the virtual machine settings before completion and click Continue.
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The Virtual Machine Properties window appears.

11. On the Hardware tab, do the following:

a. Select Memory and specify 8 GB as the memory allocation for the appliance.

b. Select CPUs and specify 4 virtual sockets for the appliance.

c. Select New SCSI Controller, click Change Type, and set the controller to 
LSI Logic SAS.

12. On the Reosurces tab, verify that Resource Allocation limit for CPU and Memory 
is set to Unlimited.

13. Click Finish to start the creation of the virtual machine. 
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14. Make the DLP Network ISO image file available to the virtual machine. 

Note: The ISO image file can be on your local machine running the 
VMware Infrastructure Client, on the ESX Server that will host your 
virtual appliance, or mounted as a datastore device available to the virtual 
machine. In this example, the file is on a mounted drive.

Right-click the name of the virtual machine, choose Edit Settings, and make the 
following changes on the Hardware tab: 

a. Select CD/DVD Drive 1.

b. Mount the DLP Network ISO installation disk as CD/DVD Drive 1 by 
selecting one of the buttons under Device Type.(The above example is using 
the Datastore ISO file DLP-Network.iso. 

c. Under Device Status, check the Connect at power on checkbox. 
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d. Click OK to commit these settings. 

15. Right-click the name of the appliance and select Open Console.

The console window appears.

16. Click the Power On icon (the green triangle pointing to the right) to start the 
virtual machine. 

When the startup is complete, the standard install screen for a DLP Network 
appliance appears. 

Note: If the install screen does not appear, verify the system boot order 
and reboot the machine.
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17. Select the type of device to install by typing controller, interceptor, 
icapserver, or sensor then press Enter.

After the installation completes (it may take several minutes), a blue screen with a 
red Reboot button appears in the console window.

18. Before re-booting, use the menu command VM > Edit Settings to return to the 
CD/DVD hardware panel of the Virtual Machine Properties screen (see Step 14). 
Clear the Connect at startup checkbox to disconnect the boot media (the ISO 
file). 

19. Return to the blue console screen and select Reboot. 

The normal startup screen for the device that you chose appears in the console 
window. 

20. Configure the device as described earlier in this book in the installation chapters 
for the device type you are installing—log in as tablus, start the device, then use 
the tabmenu to configure networking, passwords, and time. 

21. Reboot the virtual appliance.

The Network appliance is now ready for use.
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C Setting up the Network IP Mapper

This appendix provides instructions for installing the IP address mapping service.

Topics:

• About IP Mapper

• Requirements

• Installing the NW IP Mapper Service

About IP Mapper

The IP address mapping service (IP Mapper) is a windows service for DLP Network 
that maps IP addresses to logged-in users. This service is used when you are using 
Sensors to monitor users (identified via their IP address) using protocols other than 
email, for example, FTP, IM, and HTTP (when not associated with email). 

IP Mapper can collect the user log-in information from the Windows Domain 
Controller or from RSA enVision. The option to use Windows Domain Controller or 
RSA enVision to gather log-in information can be configured in the IP Mapper 
configuration file.

This appendix provides instructions how to manually install the IP Mapper as a 
windows service.

Requirements

• Windows 2003 or 2008 Domain Controller

– You need to install and configure IP Mapper on a windows machine in the 
same domain as the Domain Controller, with administrative privileges.

– The IP Mapper service must be run under domain administrator user 
credentials.
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Note: In order for the IP Mapper service to return meaningful results, an 
LDAP server (such as Microsoft Active Directory) must have been properly 
configured for your enterprise.

• RSA enVision 4.0 SP4, if you want to use RSA enVision with IP Mapper.

Note: RSA enVision 4.1 or higher is not supported with IP Mapper.

Installing the NW IP Mapper Service

1. Obtain the installer package from RSA.

2. Double-click the file RSA DLP IP Mapper.msi. The Installation Wizard 
opens.

3. Read the Welcome text, then click Next. The Ready to Install the Program screen 
appears.

Click Install to start the installation.

When the installation completes, the Successful Installation screen appears.

4. Click Finish to close the Installation Wizard.

Configuring the IP Mapper Service

1. From the Start menu, select All Programs > RSA > IP Mapper > Configure IP 
Mapper. The IP Mapper configuration file appears.

2. Edit the configuration file as follows:
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– General settings

[GENERAL]
###### Output directory for IPMapper to save the ipmap 
files
OUT_DIR = c:/temp/
###### This variable determines how often you want to
###### run the IPMapper
SCHEDULED_INTERVAL = 30 minutes

• OUT_DIR. Enter the path and directory where the mapping files are stored 
before being pushed out to the Network Controller.

• SCHEDULED_INTERVAL. Specify the frequency with which the IP 
Mapper is run in minutes, hours, or days.

– Network Controller settings

[CA_CONTROLLER]
###### Put the domain name or IP address of the
###### Content Alarm NW controller here
CONTROLLER = 10.100.246.121

• CONTROLLER. Enter the IP address or FQDN of the Network Controller.

– Data source settings

#####If the source is enVision, the ipmap_conf.txt file 
#####should have a section Labeled [ENVISION]
#####If the source is a Windows Domain Controller, the 
#####ipmap_conf.txt should have a section labeled 
#####[DOMAIN_CONTROLLER]
#####SOURCE_TYPE Enter the user log-in information 
#####source either was Windows Domain Controller or RSA 
##### enVision.

– RSA enVision settings

###### If source is enVision, uncomment the section below 
###### and comment the DOMAIN CONTROLLER section
[ENVISION]
RETENTION = 7 days
###### Enter the complete domain name in the following 
###### format domain = complete domain name
###### example: 
###### emc = emc.com
###### hr = hr.emc.com
domain = domain.com

• RETENTION. Enter the period of time you want to retain login 
information in minutes, hours, or days

– Windows domain controller settings

[DOMAIN_CONTROLLER]
###### The Windows Domain Controller section header
#[DOMAIN_CONTROLLER]
###### The domain of the domain controller server
#DOMAIN = tablusdev.com
###### The retention time for retire the old login 
######information
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#RETENTION =7 days
###### The name of the domain controller
#SERVER = dc1DOMAIN. Enter the Windows domain name.

• RETENTION. Enter the period of time you want to retain login 
information in minutes, hours, or days.

• SERVER. Enter the Active Directory Domain Controller hostname.

3. Select File > Save to save your changes to the configuration file.

The IP Mapper service automatically reads the updated configuration file.

Setting up the IP Mapper Service User

The IP Mapper service must be run using windows domain administrator user 
credentials. 

To change the IP Mapper service’s log on as user to a domain administrator:

1. Open the Windows Services console: Select Start>Control 
panel>Administrative Tools>Services.

2. Right-click on the IP Mapper service and select Properties. The IP Mapper 
Service Properties window appears.

3. Click the Log On tab.

4. Change the Log on as user from the default Local System Account, to This 
account.

5. Enter a valid Domain Administrator’s domain\name pair, then enter and confirm 
the password. 
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Important: Contact your IT department for valid domain administrator 
information.

6. Click OK to confirm and exit the Properties window.
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D DLP Deployment Scenarios

RSA Data Loss Prevention is highly scalable and configurable. You can deploy DLP 
starting with all components on separate, geographically distributed machines, in a 
production setup, to nearly all components integrated onto a single machine in a test 
setup.

Note: It is a best practice to deploy DLP components on separate dedicated machines 
for optimal performance. In certain circumstances, DLP components can be 
co-located on a single machine with minimal performance impact. 

To determine the suitability of co-locating DLP components on single machines in 
your deployment, consult with RSA DLP Professional Services.

This appendix describes sample deployment scenarios supported by the RSA DLP.

Topics:

• Full Enterprise Deployment

• DLP Datacenter and DLP Network

• DLP Datacenter and DLP Endpoint

• DLP Network and DLP Endpoint

• DLP Network Only

• DLP Datacenter Only

• DLP Endpoint Only
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Full Enterprise Deployment

The following figure shows an enterprise deployment of the DLP. This deployment 
scenario includes all the three DLP products, Network, Datacenter, and Endpoint. The 
figure shows Datacenter and Endpoint configured for multiple sites.

Note: You can install both the Datacenter and Endpoint agents on the same 
end-user machine.

For a full production deployment it is recommended to deploy all the DLP 
components on dedicated systems. 

In a production deployment, the following individual DLP components may be 
replaced by multiple or clustered systems to provide high-availability or failover:

• Microsoft SQL Server

• Enterprise Manager
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Sensor

Interceptor

ICAP Server Data Repository

Network Controller

Site 1

Scanning agents
(grid workers )

Data Repository

Site 1 Site n

Enterprise Manager

Enterprise Coordinator Root Endpoint Coordinator

Site Coordinator Site Coordinator Endpoint Coordinator Endpoint Coordinator

End-user machine
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(Endpoint agent installed)

End-user machine
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• Enterprise Coordinator

• Root Endpoint Coordinator

• Sensor

• Interceptor

• ICAP Server

DLP Datacenter and DLP Network

The following figure shows a deployment scenario which includes the 
DLP Datacenter and DLP Network products. The figure shows Datacenter configured 
for multiple sites.
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In a test deployment, the Enterprise Manager and Enterprise Coordinator can be 
deployed on the same machines. 

The Site Coordinators are installed on separate machines local to each site, and 
Network managed devices are on separate appliances.

DLP Datacenter and DLP Endpoint

The following figure shows a deployment scenario which includes the 
DLP Datacenter and DLP Endpoint products. The figure shows Datacenter and 
Endpoint configured for multiple sites.

In a test deployment, the Enterprise Manager and Enterprise Coordinator can be 
deployed on the same machines. 
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The Site Coordinators and Endpoint Coordinators are installed on separate machines 
local to each site. Discovery agents and Endpoint agents can be installed on the same 
end-user machines.

DLP Network and DLP Endpoint

The following figure shows a deployment scenario which includes the DLP Network 
and DLP Endpoint products. The figure shows Endpoint configured for multiple sites.

In a test deployment, the Enterprise Manager and Root Endpoint Coordinator can be 
deployed on the same machines. 
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The Endpoint Coordinators are installed on separate machines local to each site, and 
Endpoint agents installed on end-user machines.

DLP Network Only

The following deployment scenario includes only the DLP Network product. The 
Enterprise Manager is deployed on a separate machine. The Network Controller, 
Sensor, Interceptor, and ICAP Server are on RSA appliances.
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Interceptor

ICAP Server

Network Controller

Enterprise Manager
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DLP Datacenter Only

The following deployment scenario includes only the DLP Datacenter product. The 
figure shows Datacenter configured for multiple sites.

In a test deployment, the Enterprise Manager and Enterprise Coordinator can be 
deployed on the same machines. 

The Site Coordinators are installed on separate machines local to each site.
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DLP Endpoint Only

The following deployment scenario includes only the DLP Endpoint product. The 
figure shows Endpoint configured for multiple sites.

In a test deployment, the Enterprise Manager and Root Endpoint Coordinator can be 
deployed on the same machines. 

The Endpoint Coordinators are installed on separate machines local to each site, and 
Endpoint agents installed on end-user machines.
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